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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, JANUARY 22, 1966

Memb
er
Hundreds Attend Funeral For Choir
'Slayer Surrenders
To

Baby Dies As Parents
Seek Aid At Gaston

Police In Pittsburgh

A 61-year-old man wanted for edly killed a man over involveshooting down a member of thelment with his wife, and that the
No. 2 choir of Progressive Bap- man was on parole. "That was
Parents of a 13-month old boy, ment for the boy. But the wotist church on Sunday, Jan. 9, supposed to have happened
who died about two hours after man added that the child's temwas scheduled to be returned somewhere d p the country," it
he was denied emergency treat- perature should have been
here from Pittsburgh, Pa., on l was added.
ment at John Gaston hospital checked in Emergency Room
.Wednesday, one day after the The neighbor said that it was
last Thursday, have filed a com- After being informed that the
,burial of the victim. Mrs. Elainelbelieved that Mrs. Pittman and
plaint with the Memphis branch baby could not be treated on
Pittman of 370-D S. Lauderdale. Childs were getting along all
of the NAACP. The local branch Thursday, Mrs Johnson carried
Funeral services for Mrs. right urrtil Mrs. Pittman called
has asked Commissioner James the baby home
IPittman, 41, were held on Mon. on Monday, Jan. 3, and told the
Moore to investigate the matter. Mr. Johnson then rushed the
day night at Progressive Baptist anonymous person that she was
Funeral services for child, child back to John Gaston
church. The church was packed breaking off her relationship
Derrick Bernard Johnson, son Emergency Room, the parents
before the casket was opened. with Childs because he was
of Met and Mrs. Douglas John- reported, and he was allowed to
The mother of nine lost her life causing her some embarassson, Jr., of 769-E Provine, were remain there.
in the sensational slaying, which ment at Progressive Baptist
held on Sunday night in the
occurred as she was about to church, and accusing her of
chapel of the R. S. Lewis Fun- A short while after the physi-,
clans began to examine the!
march into the church for the having more than an ordinary
eral home.
11 o'clock services just eight interest in one of the deacons
According to the complaint, baby, the father reported it died'
there.
days earlier.
Mrs. Johnson took the child to in the Emergency Room.
The accused slayer, Thomas
RETURNED KEY
AUTOPSY PERFORMED
the John Gaston Emergency
F. Childs, 61, of 319 S. Lauder- "She said that she had three
Room on Thursday at noon and "The parents and the granddale, Apt. 12, fled immediately of his shirts, which she had
told two women on duty there parents, Mrs. Queen Esther
after shooting Mrs. Pittman in laundered for him, and that she
that her young son had a bad Johnson of 839 E. Trigg, feel
,the back of the head and in the was going to send them to the
that the two-hour delay in treatcold and a high fever.
chest and she died about 40 apartment for him, and would
She said that -She was in- ing the child may have been reminutes later in John Gaston place his key in the bag with
formed that babies could not be sponsible for the baby's death,"
the shirts," the person said.
hospital.
treated in the Emergency the NAACP said in its stateDuring the funeral on Monday1 The person said that Mrs.
Room, and that she would have ment.
night, the sei.t in the choir'Pittman said that Childs hod
to carry the child to the clinic. When asked for permission to
,which was occupied by Mrs. beaten her during her final visit
Before leaving, Mrs. Johnson perform an autopsy on the
Pittman was draped in black to the apartment, and addhi,
said she told the woman that baby, the parents at first re'You know he once killed a
crepe.
she did not have a clinic card, fused to sign the paper, but
man about his wife.HERE TWO YEARS
and that his condition demand- when informed that a court orHINDREDS 1'1FIE ViCTIm
Hundreds of onlookers at
)11.. Elaine Pittman who was slain Sunday, Jan. th ha trout
The neighbor said that Mrs.
In
an
effort
to
learn
someed immediate attention.
granting
der could be obtained
tended Progressive Baptist church for the final rites of
of the church.
Pittman
not only visited the
thing
about
the
killer,
a
visit
RUN-AROUND
it. the parents gave permission
was made -to the apartmentIapartment, but several of her
The mother said she then car- for it to be done.
where Childs hid been living ,children came there from time
ried the child to the clinic, told' Cause of death had not been
for
two years before the recent to time.
that she could get a clinic card,'revealed on Monday afternoon.
slaying which resulted in his • The person said that since the
but that there were so many An official.at the funeral home
ibuilding is generally such a
flight and later surrender.
persons there already that she said he did not know when the
rquiet place, it was a shock to
"He
was
a
man
who
did
not
probably would not get treat- child would be buried.
discuss his business with any of'hear someone come to Aparthis neighbors," the persons who ment 12 about an hour after Mr.
wished not to be identified Childs left it on Sunday, Jan 9,
said, "and most of the things ,and begin to knock so loudly.
we knew about him were relat- "I looked out, and to my great
The Clara Barton Health club The engagement of Mils Gil- her father to numerous convened
by the women who came to surprise I saw a uniformed poheld its January meeting in the da Hattie Lee, daughter of Lt. tions of the Elks and was with
visit him during the years be liceman with a shotgun pointed
home of Mrs. Alberta Sample George
at Mr. Childs' door.
W. Lee, 'vice president him during the past Republican Some 85 churches will parti- was there."
t, Mrs.Fairy
with the
cipate in the Baptist Interna- Asked if Mrs.
"He finally left," the neighNational
Life
of
Atlanta
comInsurance
Convention
Pittman
in
had
San
Austin, presiding.
.
tional Tea to be held on Sun- ever been there, the
person bor said, "and I went downpany
and
Gra
nd
Commissioner
Francisco,
when
he
unsuccessOne highlight of the meeting
day, Jan. 23, for the benefit said, "Oh yes, a number
of stairs and learned from some of
was the interesting report made.of Education of the Elks, was fully tried to defeat former Sen- of Owen college.
times. She started coming there the other people in the building
by Mrs. Rebecca Tate, chair- announced last Sunday by her ator Barry Goldwater in the The annual event will be about the last of September,
and that he had killed the woman.
man of the Scholarship Comstaged this year in the East the two seemed to be getting They said they had heard the
nomination for President.
father.
mittee.
news over the radio."
Main and East Mezzanine halls along all right.
PEACE BOND
It included a report on the \ Miss Lee. who is also the Miss Lee's picture appeared of the auditorium at Main and "Mr. Childs seemed to be a
grades being made at E. H. daughter of Mrs. Estelle Lee,.in literature duringAbe second Poplar streets,
high-class person," the neigh- The neighbor said that Mrs.
Pittman had said that Childs
Crump Hospital School of Nurs- a registered nurse
of Detroit, Eisenhower Presidential cam- Fifty churches will have ta- bor said, "and no one ever was so
jealous over her suping by the present holder of the
heard
any
disturbance
in
his
Mich • will become the bride paign and was featured as "pic- bles and displays representing apartment He was
posed interest in one of the Proclub's scholarship.
the
kind
of
various countries of the world.
gressive deacons, whom she
Joint hostesses for the meet- of John Franklin "Dino" Hill ture of the week" in News A financial goal of $10,000.111an who never gave any of the
other occupants of the building!named, that he 'nad forbidden
ing were Mesdames Sample, III, in a ceremony to be per- Events.
has been set for this year, the any cause to complain—why he her to go to church, and
that
Perlenia Saunders, Clara Hob- formed at the St. Thomas Catheighth Annual Tea.
Mr.
Hill
is
the
son
of
Mrs.
wouldn't even slam his door there was some talk about the
son and Amanda Hill.
olic church in Memphis on Ida Hill Moore of
Pasadena, Roy. Ben L. Hooks, pastor of when he would go and come!" deacons of the church having
Members enjoying the deliChilds placed under a
Wednesday,
FIXED MEALS
Feb
2.
peace
cious menu were Mrs. Bertha
Calif., and John Hill Jr.. and is Greater Middle Baptist church
bond to keep him away
The
person
and
Division
judge
of
IV
said
ON HUNGER STRIKE — Fasting for peace in Viet Nam
of
the
that
Childs
from
Ray, Mrs. D. M. Johnson, Mrs. A graduate of St.
Mary's presently employed with the Shelby County Criminal Court, had dated four different women Progressive.
Is Art Emery, right, a civil rights worker in Fayette Coun- Zana Ward, Mrs. Bernice'MacAcademy in Illinois, she is Federal Government in Detroit, is general chairman for the since he moved into the build- At press time, two
detectives
ty, seen here with Rev. James M. Lawson, pastor of Cenlin. Mrs. Rebecca Tate, Mrs. presently a freshman Clinton,a
from the Memphis Homicide
t
Mich.
Tea Mrs. Nancy Givands is ing, women who would come in
DiPearl Oates and Mrs. E. Wat- St. Clair
tenary Methodist church. Rev. Lawson was in Viet Nam
college in
and do his cleaning and have vision of the Police Department
kins.
He attended the University of coordinator.
last year with a group of clergymen on an Emergency Comwere
Iowa.
preparing to fly to Pittshis meals prepared for him
Also Mrs. Nellie Counts, Mrs.
California at Los Angeles, is an
mittee for Viet Nam sponsored by the Fellowship of
when he would come in from burgh to escort Childs back
A.
Sloan,
Willa
Mrs.
Briscoe,
Miss Lee has traveled in all active member of Omega Psi
Reconciliation. (MLR Photo)
work at the city garage on High home to face charges in the
Mrs. Beulah Thompson, Mrs. parts of the United States with Phi fraternity and served as a BARBARIC COUNTRY
street where he reportedly slaying of Mrs. Pittman, and be
Juanita Turner, Mrs. L. B. her father and was entertain- surgical technician with the LONDON — (UPI) — Russia
worked in the welding depart- was to arrive here sometime
{Jackson, Mrs. Clevie Walla ed in The White House during special forces of a paratrooper has ordered $1,400 worth of
ment.
Tu sday.
Mrs. Edith Scott, Mrs. E. T. the administration of former division.
crossbows from a London firm The informer said
Inspector N. E. Zachary. head
that
girl
1Johnson, Mrs. Leatha A. Sims, President Dwight D. Eisenhowfor firing hypodermic-needled friend No. 1, was a settled
wo- of the Homicide Division, would
He was in Viet Nam for nine darts to catch wild animals man known
Mrs. Ernestine Cohran, Miss er,
as "Miss Bea," who,not cite any specific details, but
Marie Brooks and Miss Harry
months of the two years which alive. The Russians are after finally broke off
her relations;he said that Childs has a long
' The bride-elect accompanied he spent in the service.
M. ,Simons.
monkeys.
with Childs, and who died about Irecord with the Memphis Police
—
a year ago," of natural causes. department. He would not
conThe neighbor said that is was Arm or deny that the record
Viet
the
of
arm
political
inArt Emery. one of the foun- the
from Miss Bea that it was eluded arrests or convictions
ders of the Mid-South Consum- Cong.
learned
that Childs had report- Ifor murders.
that the fast
ers Oil Cooperative in Fayette, Mr. Emery said
-first one He does not
his
Is
not
County, Tenn., and a veteran plan to break the present one
white civil rights worker in the , until Feb. 5.
West Tennessee area, announced "In the summer of 1983," he
last week that he is on a 30-day said, "following my third arrest
, hunger strike on behalf of peace on a trumped-up traffic charge,
I was given 30 days in jail, and
in Viet Nam.
I fasted for two weeks."
After learning that draft Ketterson, deputy state SelecAsked why, Mr. Emery, who Since that time, he said, the
boards in Memphis have no tive Service director, which apw a s accompanied by Rev, officer who was involved in the
Negro members, the Memphis peared in a local newspaper.
I James Lawson, pastor of Cen- Lases has not interfered with
Branch of the NAACP urged Negroes will get fair consideratenary Methodist church, who him.
Governor Clement to take im- tion whenever a vacancy arises.
was among a group of clergy- Like Rev. La wso n, Mr.
mediate steps to see that Ne- In light of the many public demmen who went to the _troubled Emery said that he thinks that
groes are added to the local onstrations against Viet Nam,
country last year, said, "1 want the Negro community should
draft boards in the near future. the reported increase in the
, the war in Viet Nam stopped,hecome concerned that an inMr
Roscoe
McWilliams, number of draftees, and the
because if we don't we areleteased number of Negro youth,
chairman
of
the
Special
Draft fact that the federal government
in
trouble
have
theiseho were too underprivileged to
going to
Committee,
also
stated
in a is continuously struggling to rid
United States. There will be enter college immediately after
letter to the Governor that the our country of discrimination,
more incidents like there was inlgraduating from high school,
NAACP has written General we feel that something should
and who enlisted in the Armed
Watts."
Lewis B. Hershey and Mr. Rob- be done to rectify this matter
Forces so that they could save
In order to bring about peace money for an education, are
ert McNamara asking for an immediately. We fell that this
there, he said the United States
Investigation of the matter. He is specially true in our comkilled in Viet Nam.
13should begin negotiations with I He
further stated, "According to munity where Negroes represaid that the persons callsent
the National Liberation Front, .ing for escalation of the war in
a statement by Colonel Tom tion.„nearly 40% of the populaViet Nam are people like Senator Richard Russell of Georgia
and Senator Stennis of MissisATLANTA—( NP!)—The local isippi.
chapter of the Episcopal "How can we leave it up to
Society for Cultural and Racial persons like these, who have
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — will become assistant HEW secUnity held a panel discussion never had any regard for the
President
Johnson Saturday retary for individual and lam at St. BartholomeNer, Episcopal darker races in their own counnamed Lisle C. Carter, assis- fly services. Prior to taking the
shape
try,
to
putthe
foreign
policy
at
aimed
church last week,
VETERAN AGENTS HONORED — Nsine agog* of the
Lewis D. Wortham, Joseph C Mason, Nathaniel Webster, tant chief of the administra- antipoverty job in November,
ting together a comprehensive of the United States for dark
Don't antipoverty agency, to a 11114, be served as a deputy aspicture of the entire civil rightsiskinned people in Asia'' he
North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance complier', with a
Jackson. Tenn.. and ('uba S. Johnson. Standing, same orcreated post in the de- sistant HEW secretary.
IleWly
asked.
tie
appearing
movement. Panelists
combined total of 144 years in the profession, were honor
der, are Onsie Horne, vice president and assistant agency
partment of Health, Education The White House said his apA native of the state of Maine, ed
on the program included repre
during a brief service held last Friday, climaxing three
director of Union Protective Life Insurance company; and Welfare
(HEW).
sentatives from the Georgia Mr. Emery moved to Tennessee
pointment "represents another
months of spotlighting their accomplishments with the firm
agents
Earl E. Brown, James V. Bradley, Howard H. HorIowa,
from
where
Relations,
been
he
had
• Council on Human
Carter, 40, assistant to direc- step in secretary John W. Gardseated
left
manager
Freeman,
are
from
MemR.
L.
the
ton.
of
Andrew
I,,
Thompson,
Rev.
Manzi) E. Allen and Staff tor R. Sargent Shriver of the ner's strengthening" of hie WNAACP, SCLC, SNCC and the a student at William Penn colphis office of North Carolina Mutual; and agents Rev.
Manager Charlie Morris.
lege at Oskaloosa, Iowa.
(Hoehn Brothers Photo)
Society of Friends.
affle. of Keonomic Opportunity, ministrative staff.

Clara Barton
Health
Hears

Gilda Lee To Be
Club
Report Wed Here Feb. 2

Rights Worker Fasts
For Viet Nam Peace

Baptists Tea
To Be Given At
Auditorium

I

Clement Urged To Place
Negroes On Draft Boards

' Overall Rights

Carter Named To HEW Post
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1ST NEGRO IN CABINET

Malcolm X Assassination
Jury Selection Continues
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Jury Muslim leader Elijah M uhaselection will resume today in ad in len, was gleaned down
the murder trial of three men I Feb 21 as he betas a speech
charged with the assassination Is some Me foll•wers Is Earlam's Audubon Ballroom.
of Malcolm X.
Thre-e jurors were chosen I A week earlier his Queens
Friday for a total of four since'borne was fire-bombed and he
the trial opened Wednesday be- ;had charged the Muslims had
fore Criminal Court Judge Imarked him for assassination.
Muhammad, however, bad deCharles Marks.
Fearing possible retaliation nied that members of his oragainst the defendants by Mal- ganization had anything to ao
colm's sympathizers, officials with either the fire-bombing. or
barred all but prospective ju- Malcolm's assassination.
rors and newsmen from the
courtroom. Three guards sat impact Study
directly behind the defendants. CONCORD, N. C —(NPI)—A
Charged with first degree iresearch project. financed by;
murder were Thomas Hagan, the board of national missions,
n. of Patterson, N. J., and United Presbyterian, on the imNormal 3X Butler, 36. and pact from two cultures on NeThomas 15X Johnson 29. both gro youths. is to be directed by
of New York and alleged to be Barber-Scotia college. The promembers of the Black Muslim gram will be piloted by Dr. Reid
religion.
E. Jackson, college director of
Malcolm, 3a, a leader of the teacher education and public
racist cult until his break with relations.

Weaver Gets Unanimous
Nod From U.S. Senate

i

WASHINGTON — At long "I hope he runs the other de- Also approved was Robert C
Massachusetts
Wood of the
last, the United States has a partments better."
Institute of Technology to be
?tegro in the cabinet.
e v. Lynward Stevenson)No. 2 man in the new departAnd it came all of 51 Years' president of The Woodlawn Or.' ment. Wood, head of MIT',
after Robert S. Abbott, founder ganizatioa, was watching to see political science department,
has been advising the admini,
of the Chicago Defender, made what Weaver would do.
tration on housing.
the Presi"representation
'It's about time we had al
During senate discussion of
denet Cabinet" one of the nine'
partment of Housing and-Priani Weaver. Jacob K. Javits, Rplanks in his platform for raHUD was ap- N.Y., said "At long last, the
Development
cial justice
line has been broken and a Neproved by a voice ‘Ote.
The appointment of Robert C.
gro is in the cabinet." Senate
Strom Thurmond, Republican whip Thomas H
Weaver was greeted warmly by Even Sen
the Senate's most Kuchel, Calif., said "History is
Negro leaders — with skeptical R-S.C., one of
segregationists,
did not, going to be made today.'
vocal
a "w a t c b-and-s e e" attitude
thrown Is. Sane naflit4at lead- oppose Weaver's appointment /Weaver's nomination was supers Mho Adria Claytaa Powell to be the first secretary of the Ported on the floor by Louisi— aloes wtth Southern racists Department of Housing and ana's Russell B. Long, the
had opposed Weaver's appoint- Urban Development.
Democratic whip, who said:
meat.
Negro appointed to the Presi- "There is no charge, no suggesdent's cabinet," he said "We
According to Lawrence Lan- will be looking to see if Mr tion. he has done anything but
dry, national chairmaa of ACT, Weaver will bring about the his duty."
the confirmation of Weaver's radical conctructive, and r)osi- Weaver has been head of the
appointment "represents some
BIRMINGHAM VOTE MARCH
tive chances needed on the Housing and Home Finance Adbrief rainfall. Sign at right reads, '1444, form of ProftressA small portion of the voter registration
ministration since 1961. When he
urban scene "
We Wanna Participate. Give Us Open Regmovement in Birmingham, Ala. is reflect"But his administration hasn't
was appointed by the late l'resiistration." (UPI Telephoto
ed In the water as leaders of a group of
been noted for pro-Negro acti- There was not one dissenting dent John F. Kennedy.
marchers continue leading pretests after a
vity. The Robert Taylor Homes voice in the U. S. Senate Monwere built while he was head of day when Weaver's appoint- Mr. Kennedy also tried to get
the Housing and Home Finance ment as secretary of the De- Congress to set up the new suAgency. This is a tragedy for
per housing agency, but failed
which he must take some re- Senate approval of the
because of his advance ansponsibility."
year-old federal housing expert,nouncement that he would ap"Weaver himself admitted to came on voice vote and hist point Weaver to the secretary's
me that the Robert Taylor after the senate banking com- post. Southerners then were not
Homes were a tragedy. His ad- mittee had unanimously recom- ready to accept a Negro cabinet member.
ministration hasn't done very mend confirmation.
much about this

JOIN
THE
Gregory Helps Start
STAG
'Poverty'
Group
Y.
N.
Curse Works
LINE
Meuse Of Quality Since 1877
A. S. Barbera, Inc.
Memphis, Tennessee

IIN FOCUS

SYRACUSE. N Y. — D I c k'Poverty, said more than 51Is businessmen to the detriment of,
Gregory has helped set up an persons representing Zee groups the poor.
across the country attended the Addressing t h e esaveutios
anti-poverty action group here organizational meeting.
were comedian Dick Gregory,
that will recruit from the ranks
group
will
bring
"total
George
Wiley, associate direcThe
pro/
of the poor to lift federal
participation of the poor, espe- tor of national CORE; Caesar
grams out of what it, calls the
cially in policy making," the (havez. president of the Na'clutches of politicians.
spokesman said.
tional Farm Workers AssociaA spokesman for the National
tion; and Livingston Wingate,
The
meeting
was
organized
People's War Conseil Against
by the Local People's War a leader of IttRYOU-ACT, New
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Al
Council Against Poverty, fund- York City.
year-old native of Haiti stab-i
ed by the Office of Economic A resolution was passed to
to death a woman he claim- WASHINGTON — (NPI) — A tions.
bed
support
the
local
group's
atopportunity. There is an affilia "witch doctor," acwas
ed
ated chapter in New York City. tempt to continue to receive dislim, 33-year-old six-footer who Lee also has other attributes
to police.
The new group claims that rect funding from Washington. cording
prefers conservative blue suits, He has a smooth voice — was
federal programs have fallen After March 1. the Syracuse Police said Claude ldorisset.
atattested
was
shoemaker,
has joined the ranks of the 15'once a radio announcer — and
into the clutches of politicians, chapter will be cut off from di- a
,the easy grace of a top tennis
,
with
woman
.
newcomers
in high echelon player, a sport he used to insocial welfare agencies and rect 0E0 funds and be forced to ter he stabbedthe
receive money from the local an eight-inch kitchen knife and ranks in government.
Idulge in.
ped from her apartment here.
community action program.
Ronald B. Lee, whom politi-' In addition, he is a poet who
I Mcmisset told pollee the de''' cal observers are watch.mg with
' has had his works in the New
woman, Mary Dutchalellier, 5S, keen interest,
already
has
been
Yorker and Harper's magazines.
aim a Haitian, had put the
dubbed the "Zip Kid" of the He talks frankly about his ea"curse of death" ea him.
U.S. Postal department.
reer ambitions and dismisses
Morisset said he went tz, the The youthful, articulate and politics with vigor and entbusi
Gudaieuelissis
Dutchalellier woman and plead- handsome Negro appointee was asm•
Rev thOors and
j Topic for the Honors Seminar ed that the curse be lifted, but
lat LeMoyne College next semes- that she only laughed at him. among those selected to spend Lee considers that being a
CIICK1 FtlIt11111111
ter will be "Marxism," it was "If I am going to die, well, a year in the high-ranking exec- Negro, and the advances he
Pripet him Cam.
are more
announced this week by Vincent you are going to die. tow. utive branch of the govern-,personally has
Lewes/ Prices Available
Kohler a Woodrow Wilson
morisset said be told the woman. ment, as the first White House than advantages.
lint FOR Flit CORM
low who is in charge of the pro-I He said be then plunged tbe fellow escounced in a room , "The Negro now is being perSPENCE,fiSIIIN UNIFORMS gram. Mr Kohler is also assist knife into her abdomen. She around the corner from Postimitted to compete as an equal
751 N ft,ILL 65 1,1611146511
1.111. ant professor of history at tbeiwas pronounced dead at the master General Lawrence F. . . I think some jobs are
WiallieglIen 1,11.0 Alleita 3,Emporglo
O'Brien's office.
'handmade for Negroes, but
college.
scene.
As a White House fellow un.therve been handmade by our
O'Brien's wing. Lee has'psychopathic social condiarnp,i'eshethenohi
tes
g,h citinga
ins th
exeandbeengetinchgargedano planningwithde
developing
ys. tion

Ronald Lee Post
'Witch' Dead
1office 'Zip Kid'
But Reversed,

CHOIR & PULPIT
'Marxism' Topic
GOWNS
Of Honors Seminar

1964 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille Full Power. Factory Air, Like New

1963 CADILLAC. Coupe DeVilie full Power. Factory Air, Extra Sharp

First National's new
Money Orders are like
most other money orders...
They'ALA cost less!

1962 CADILLAC Fleetwood Full Power. Factory Air, Extra Nice

1961 CADILLAC DeVille Sadao Full Pour, Factory Air, Ito Suer
OTHER CARS TO CHOOSE FR S M, ALL MAKES.

for the post office. Hi57ar on Poverty program,
Items
tudi
thee
d ar
euuee
m
ety, bowLee
!
sto
vocabulary is punctuated with leferrin
ring
such Pentagon jargon as "in- ever"feedback" and • -fallout":at West Point, sees certain so2
1- terma familiarly associated cielogical factors standing in
with the deetronics field or the the way of an ambitious Negro.
"This is a secret war, he
nuclear
in the
regular must fight himself," Lee deLee, m'etuldi'
O'Brienl
16
"I'm not the marching
years ago
army.
Springfietype—I'd
rather go out and
lo,
la his hometown of
Mass. Now, with his wife and spend the time getting myself
two sons, he calls Wheaton, Md., qualified."
That is what be has done. He
home.
a few weeks at the holds a master's degree in
After only
business administration from
department, the bright young b
ed
White
himH
se
olufseinfepo
lloso
t-alhaasrfainirs
undat
He- Syracuse university, and is a
candidate for a doctorate in
t
management
gement
spends an hoar or more with technology
tO'Brien almost everyday. The American university.
emainder of his time is con. In addition, he is a distinfined ta talking with other ern- guished graduate from t h e
Armed Forces Industrial' colhag
ployrecont
ees at alllevels andut
bo ma
i mk lege.
In economics: and of the
ons
Defense Language institute at
proving the service.
Mi
onterey, in 'Vietnamese.
In his opinion, the department
1962-63, he was stationed
is a huge and unique corpora- in
central highlands of
whe
ae
re eu
ssmotn
n mtheembeboarsrdhave.
theViet Nam as an operadirect
co bons adviser briefing officer in
directors—Congress.
the 9th Vietnamese division He
He listens well, aware that be also was stationed in Viet Nam
should
erats be
He tactful
also with bureau-tIonas
occasions, but
pondersat prefers to remain mum on those
Jength before offering s
•

b. DA ISY

Starts Sat. Jan. 22
One Big Week!

(Like op to 9(k Is for a $2)limey order!)

35

You can buy a First National Personal Money
Order for 15t—in any amount up to $250. On
some transactions this could save you as much
as a dollar, maybe more .... There's one stipulation,
tho. Your First National Money Order has to
be cashed within 60 days. But imn't that what
you'd expect to happen anyway?
Safe, convenient, OCCSOCartiCati First National
Money Orders are available now at any
one of the bank's 24 brandies. At them low
prices you could afford to buy two!

& MODELS. CLEAN,IN GOOD MECHANICAL
CONDITION. MOST OF)
THEM ARE ONE OWNER.

Df IfiRSCH OMICRON
JOHNTHAVS

"11 RAGE
TO LIVE
UWEu ARTISTS
Plus 2nd Hit!!!

1St
. SOREL\ MOTORS, INC

FIRST hi/MO.11AL HANK
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Teenagers Invited To Forum On Morality

Motorist Catches Baby

Students Back From NEA
Dropped From Burning Flat Conference In St. Louis

The first of a series of dis- on the panel will be Mrs. 1.0- branch of the
,
YWCA at 1044 executive secretary of the Abe
cusssions on "Sex Morality," retta Kateo, social worker with Mississippi blvd.
Scharff branch of the YMCA,
sponsored by the YWCA's Co- Family Service of Memphis; Members of the Co Ed Coon-land Miss Barbara Neal, Teenno Council, composed of teenRev. James Lawson,
YWCA.
age members of the YMCA and centtenary Methodist pastor of cil are Melva 011ie, Geeter High Age director of the
NEW YORK — (UPI — scream and looking up saw the
Two LeMoyne students. Mrs.1TEPS, referred to the absence
church,
Thelma
Crivens,
school;
chairthe YWCA, will be held on Sun- and Dr.
Harvey Reese, a psy- man of the Council and student
toward
pluininenting
child
him.
Irene
Turner Barentine, a seri- of Negro teachers at the conIsrapped
with
in
a
her
infant
day, Jan. 30, at 4 p.m., and the chiatrist.
at Douglass High school; Kathy
burning
tenement
Thursday,
a
thrust
out
his
arms
He
alinostC
ior
of
3476 Cypress, and Miss ference as "the missing link "
teen-age public is invited.
The moderator will be Miss,Graham, co-chairman, Ha milHarlem mother dropped the instinctively and caught the in- Margaret E Brown, a sopho- He said "Something must be
The first topic to be discussed Kathey Graham, a Y-teen and1ton; Michael Lewis, and Laze
child toward the street four , fant.
more of 2282 Hunter, both mem- done in the future to get more
will be "Dating" and the anRoberta
student at Hamilton High school. Stewart, Hamilton;
stories below.
tiers
of the Rufus J. Hawkins Negro educators in attendance
xieties that tee
!
Mrs.
i-agers may The senior Y-teen age pun. Stamps, Douglass, and Bonnie
mother,
The child's
By a miracle, an unemploy- Helen Monzon, was rescued chapter of the Student-National
have about this area of life.
Shields,
Melrose
High
school.
lic is invited to attend and pared glazier, who happened to be from a ledge by firemen who Education Association at the at such meetings and to acThe first session will be a ticipate in the discussion to be Advisers are Mrs. Lorene las- Mt.
at the scene only because he used an aerial ladder.
college. were in St. Louis last quaint them with the work of
forum discussion. Participating held at the Sarah H. Brown borne YWCA; Milton Thomas,
while
drivmade
a
wrong
turn
week attending the regional con- TE PS."
The Mt. Pisgah PTA held its
inghome,
spotted
one-year-old
ference
of the National Comregular meeting last WednesSandra Monzon and caught her
mission of Teacher Education
'day in the school's auditorium. before she hit the pavement.
and Professional Standards.
Plans were made for the PTA James Oliver, 26 of the
Mrs. Barentine is president
MAKES YOU LOOK
Founder's Day Tea which is to Bronx, said he was driving
of the student NEA in the State
of Tennessee.
be held in the near future.
home with his wife when he inOLDER THAN YOU ARE
Rev. Zedekiah Harris is pres- advertently turned into W. The Memphis Branch of the, Mrs. Charles P. Roland, adNAACP will hold its regular visor to t h e chapter at Leident, Mrs. R. Fitchpatric, 122nd St. Noticing smoke coining from a building he jammed monthly meeting Sunday, Jan- i Moyne, accompanied the two
secretary; Mrs. G. Crawford, on his brakes, and jumped out nary 23, at 4:00 p.m., at the Mt. Istudents to the conference.
treasurer; Mrs. V. B. Harris, of the car to see what he could Olive C.M.E. church, Linden
In his address, Dr. Dirck W.
and Lauderdale.
co-ordinator; and Mr. S. C. do to help.
Brown, director of the StudentAT YOuR DRUGGIST
a
heard
W0121811
The public is invited.
Oliver
NEA and associate secretary of
Harris is the principal.

Founders' Day
Tea Planned By
Pisgah PTA

GRAY HAIR

NAACP To Meet
Next Sunday

ARE YOU THINKING OF BUYING

•
•
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A TORONADO

SLICK BLACK

IT'S READY FOR YOU, AT YOUR NO. 1
MEMPHIS DEALER
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Headlights swing up and on ...
down and off ... in seconds!

THF FINEST SHOES
THAT CAN BE MADE

Excitement ahead, road behind ...
thanks to a 42S-cu.-in. V-8!

to get
w anailed
an1 aptary's
.e not
cabi-

4.7.41:17:1
...
.k:".
„,;q7!..fl:
'

•
•
•
Burly, businesslike wheels ... with ten brake-cooling cutouts!

•

THIS IS NOT A PUZZLE BUT BEAUTY
IN THE FEATURES OF TORONADO

butes

NEW BUILDINGS AT STATE — Dr. W. S.
Davis, president of Tennessee ASEI State
university, is shown displaying an artits's
conception if the two new residence balls
— —
••••••••••••••1
,

now being constructed on the campus of
the Nashville institution. The university is
presently in an expansion program costing
more than $9 million. (Joe Zinn Photo)

4.1.41.0,0•111.111.111......MINNOISMaa..1111MONN•OME. 4.4.1•110.41emiomm...
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THIS CAR CAN BE PURCHASED FOR THE AVERAGE MONEY SP ENT
FOR A CAR, COME TODAY AND INQUIRE ABOUT TORONADO.

•

100 OTHER FACTORY FRESH "66 OLDSMOBILES
TO CHOOSE
FROM

ANDREWS

OLDSMOBILE
BR 6-3311

962 UNION AVENUE

White's Chapel
School News

To "lino your hips

EXTRA LONG-LEG
PANTY GIRDLES
329

distinthe
[. colthe
te at

Lioned
Is of
spera!er in
n. He
Nam
;, but
those

Rayon power net; satin
elastic front, back panels.
Reinforced hip panels for
smooth control.S-M-L-X L.
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Dance Feb. 18

WOOLWORTH•5

Limb/sir trimmed!

CRADLE CUP
COTTON BRAS

MISSES'ACETATE
FANCY PANTS

YOUR MONEY'S WORTH MORE

•

BIG SAVINGS

ON SHRINE CIRCUS TICKETS

COKE, TAB or SPRITE

MISSES'ACETATE
TRICOT BRIEFS .

pr.

is

$33oo

The Magnificent Ones Social
club made plans for a dance to
You'll wear Stacy-Adams Shoes or
given
at
the
be
Flamingo
on
were:
Mrs.
'Johnny
and they
years•-knenVing they're the finest you can buy. Fine
ADDED BUS SERVICE
Bus transportation was pro- Peters, Mrs. Ann Wrushen, Feb. 18 during a recent meetland-craftsmasahip ... rich styling ... luxurious
vided for 66 additional students Mrs. Mattie Lewis, members ing at the Lorraine Hotel conference
room.
leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting
in the Boxtown-Fuller Park of the Shelby County P.T.A.
L'me,
memAt
the
same
new
Boyd
and
Council,
Mrs.
Hattie
recently.
area
comfort — plus smart good looks that'll carry you
became aequainted with
The new bus riders are very parent. Mrs. Mary Adair-World bers
through many seasons.
ones joining the club. They
happy and they promise to keep Book Representative of Tennes- new
were
Mrs.
Bobbie
McGee,
Mrs.
the bus clean and conduct them- see.
Jean Rice and Miss Sarah Vann.
TEACHER OF WEEK
selves as intelligent American
Following the business sesThe teacher of the week is a
citizens at all times.
sion, cards were played and a
who
has
spent
years
in
lady
WEEKLY VISITORS
JONES • RAGLAND
JBEASLEY.
—
Southern fried chicken dinner
The following persons visited the Shelby County School Sys- was served.
our school during the past week *.eir
99 South Main
The dance on Feb. 16 will
She is Miss Leathy Kohlheim mark the fourth anniversary
ACCOUNTS INVITED
CHARGE
of 756 Tate Street. She attends of the club's founding.
Mt. Olive C.M.E. Church of
which Rev. T. C. Lightfoot is
minister.
Miss Kohlheim has been employed as a teacher, social service worker and Scout Camp
counselor in t h e following
places: Atlanta, Georgia; St.
Louis, Mo., and New York City,
N. Y.
At White's Chapel Miss KohlWITH
is 4-1A class teacher and
heim
tool.tomf°reabir
committee member for school
field trips. Congratulation to a
veteran teacher.
STUDENTS OF THE WEEK
Juanita Ealy, Shelther Baker,
Darrell Sullivan, Pecora Jefferson, Jacquline Dandridge,
Selma Tate, Earl Kelly, Gail
HERE'S ALL YOU HAVE TO DO
Edward, Vernon Wilson, Rozell
Pick up a carton of Coke, Tab or Sprite. Save the six bottle caps or any
Ross, Ulanda Booker, Gracie
pr.
Mae Collins, Birdia Mae Flemcombination thereof and bring them to:
ing, Carolyn Chambers, Ronald
Comfortable elastic leg
Rody and Lottie Trixie.
style of DuPont Acele*
P.T.A. NEWS
acetate, White, red, pink,
The monthly P.T.A. Meeting
blue, maize, black, 5-10.
will be held Thursday night,
January 20, 1966 at 8:00 P.M.
OF MEMPHiS AT 495 S. HOLLYWOOD
in the school auditorium. All
parents are requested to be
(Haat Hears aro 5:00 A.M.-S:00 P.M. Moa.-Fri.1
present. Mrs. Geneva Haynes
is president.

Enjoy Near remsfort IR

Cradle straps give proper
uplift • without shoulder
strain. Circle stitch cups.
32-36A, 32-40B, 34-44C.

BLACK ti
IROWN

Anniversary

WOOLWORTH'S

ie. He
.e in
from
is a
ite in
at

See Leo King
For Your
Stacy Adams Shoes

No-iron tricot briefs with
elastic legs. Lace and em-

broidery trims. White,red,
pink, blue, black. 5-8.

S
ATWOOLWORTH

BOTTLE CAPS

For Every 6 BOTTLE CAPS of COKE, TAB or SPRITE

Jaycees To Name
'Man Of The Year'
The Bluff City Junior Chamber of Commerce is making
plans for its annual "Man of
the Year" award. This award
Is given annually to an outstanding man who has contributed the most toward total
community service outside the
chamber.
The Chamber has for many
years recognized the need for
Inspiring young men to render
community service.
The members of the award
committee are Ernest Owen,,,
chairman; Rufus Jones. cochairman; Charles Westbrooks.
Willard Bell; Harrell C. Moore,
Freeman Lester, president; and
,Norval B. Powell, public rela-I
Itions chairman.

PLUS 25c
You will receive one Shrine Circus ticket good for
the Friday, Feb. 11, 8:00 P.M. perfcrmance only.

There is no limit on number of tickets. Just bring 6 bottle caps and 2.->c
for each ticket desired. Tickets are good in the $1.50 section only.

ENJOY THE HUBERT CASTLE INTERNATIONAL CIRCUS
PRESENTED BY AL CHYMIA' SHRINE

FEB. 11-14 MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
. 1 PERFORMANCES
FRI., FEL 11, 2:45 P.M. & 1100 P.M
SAT., FEL 12, 10 A.M., 2 P.M. & I P M.
SUN, FEL 13. 2:00 P.M. & 7:30 P.M.
MON., FEB. 14, 2:45 P.M. & II:00 P.M.

PRIM
MATINEES EXCEPT SUNDAY
S130 sad 52 01
(Chilalriss $1.00 is $1.50 Section)
Evesiels sad Set Matisse V.50 & $250

TICKETS ON SALE AT OOLDSMFTH'S AND MID-SOUTH COLISEUM

SATURDAY, JANUARY 22, 1966

DEFENDER

AL(HYMIA.TEMPLE'S
SHRINIECIRCIUS

ortaalEr!get
spocrtarasalas
FEBRUARY 11 -14
MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
*
00.

*
offERENT
•

lAit

Worlds Most *titular

Indoor Show
,60TOP SIARS OF TR CIRCUS WORLD

CLOWN SALEPIIANTS
WILD ANIMUS AI KIZEISof
EUROPEAN TAU.FEA S
GOLDSMITH S CENRAL TM OFFICE
a

RESERVED SEATS ONLY

31

At" DIETNEES&NNeDNIEND! Au VENTS 440
ulitalit020N t1N0 Sr. SOON MINNIE I
Me PO Wain 311411.,4 154

,c...,E l litYlVe P)

VOUTIi VISIT ESSO — In Houston, Texas,

LeMOYNE'S EXCHANGE STUDENTS — LeMoyne College
and Grinnell College in Iowa will continue their program
of exchanging students next semester. LeMoyne's four exchangees left for Grinnell last week sod at the Greyhound
Bus Station to wish them luck was LeMosne's academic

Church Women
WI Prusent
Social Workers

dean, Dr. Lionel A. Arnold, Left to right: junior Havord C.
Bishop, Dr, Arnold, Anita E. Curry, Barbara Jo Wilson and
Myron Lowery, all sophomores. Grinnell exchange students
will arrive at LeMoyne later this mouth.

Church To Honor Rock
Three Sirgers

visits to cultural and educational institution:
and leading business and industrial firms
have bee' a regular part of the Neighborhood Youth Corps program. From left, Manuel Valesquez, Thurmond Dillingham, Pedro
Reyes and Raymon Quinones learn something about an oil-refining process from
Herman D'Olive, right- of Humble Oil and

Refining Company. Above, Mr. D'011ve
a model of a refinery pipe still to show bs
crude oil Is "fractionated" into valuable prsoducts and raw materials. The enrollees are
between the ages of 16 and 21. They work
32 hours each week. The educational visits
to businesses and cultural institutions and
schools keep them busy the fifth day.
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Of Ages New

C
Men's Day

Church Club
Plans Program

ME Observes
Members of "Hermandes de l
The Lambert Church of God
Amore," of Providence AME
in Christ, 1070 Keating street.
(
...hurch, will hold installation
will honor three recording artist
services on Sunday, Jan. 23, at
at the church on Jan. M and
Annual Men's Day was ob- 4 P.M.
A meeting of the Women's
served last Sunday at the Rock
30.
Fellowship of Second Congregaof Ages Christian Methodist As a special feature, "Hymns
tional Church will be held at On Jan. 28, the proeram will Episcopal church at 478 Scott of Fa,th" will be presented and
Love Hall. 762 Walker avenue, begin at 8 P.M. with the ser- st., and men were in charge will feature guest
soloists of the
Sunday, Jan. 23, at 5 P.M. with mon being delixered ,by Rev of all services for the day.
c.ty The program will be narMrs. Willy.. smith leading thepastor of
devotional service. The protheme for the day was sted by Rev. Percy Jones. The
Pl-asant Green Baptist church, The
gram will consist of repi !sem"Man's Hope for Peace."
public is invited to attend the
The congregation of Center inspirational program.
tatives of Bethlehem Center and on Jan. 30, the program
will begin at 2:30, featuring Chapel Baptist church was the ,
giving addresses.
some of Memphis best singers guest for the day, and its pas-4 Officers of the club are Mrs:
Mrs. Alma J. Holt is presi- , Mrs. Joan Golden of radio sta- tor, Rev. C. N. Hamilton, was D. G. Jones, president; Miss
dent, Mrs. Gladys Sharp, sec- tion WLOK will emcee the pro- ,the guest speaker for the spec- 1 Marylene Burkes, vice presiretary, and Lev. J. C. Mickle, )];ram.
ial program which started at tient; Mrs. Leona Hines, secpastor.
Honorees will be Mrs. Hazel 3 p.m.
retary; Mrs. Alberta Finley,
Hostesses will be Mrs. Ome- 'McKinney Chandler. Mrs. AnMusic was sung by the male treasurer; Miss M. A. Colga Shelton, chairman, Mrs. ore Briggs. and Mrs. Gladys chorus of Center Chapel Bapparliamentarian,
an d
lis.
Estalyn Ross, Mrs. Betty Sa- Coleman.
tist church.
sergeantMrs.
C.
E.
Braham,
ville, Mrs. Gladys Sharp, and
Elder E. W. Rodgers is the
Rev. T. C. Smith is pastor
Mrs. Willye Smith.
pastor, Mrs. Estelle Walker is of Rock of Ages, and Winfrey. at-arms.
Women of the community are the chairman, and Roy Briggs, Dotson was chairman of the
Rev. J. L. Gleese is pastor
invited to attend the meeting. co-chairman.
of the church.
Men's Day observance.

Your Holiday Begins when you
,ed-cowl neckline to its roseSleeves will be long, even ,dresses.
Ipetaled hemline.
•
•
•
,for late day and the yoked 'top
rI The short water-lily evening
will
be
in
the
fashion
forefront.
NEW YORK — The dress can
Airy drapery remains that dress, in deep green and black
go solo this spring!
soft, certain something that chiffon printed
with
moon
That's the news from the The favored look for dresses, earmarks many Cecil Chapman discs, is caught with the flowleading designers here in the it seems, is the popular skim- dresses, designed for Miss Win- er at a halter neck and draped
fashion capital of !hcse
mer. And low-heeled shoes and ston. Short and sleeveless side- on the slant.
Si:deloi.t hems are neeciett tohot,: wrappori hift are almost in• • •
tie pi oper proportion.
No Ion- r will the di sa h
perceptib:y-draped.
Its long matching stole, like
to place second to the importhose of a number of other
tant coat . . . for it can stand Necklines climb high, someA short and wispy cage of l dresses, is shown draped over
on its own, not needing a corn- times with a surprise value of
chiffon falls from a deep drap-;the bead.
pan ion crutch.
a low-plunging back . . . squar• • •
ed, v'd, rounded or scalloped.
But, probably the most re- Bathing suit or tank tops
membered dress in the collec- look great over slim skirts oftions is Geoffrey Beene's “pou- ten worn with matching bathing
pee," a doll-like dress whose cap bonnets.
high bustllne Is accented with a There's lot of swinging hemnarrow belt and whose skirt is line treatment . . . with bursts
gored in princess fashion.
of feathers, flounces, flares,
and bows.

board American Airlines Astrojet flight
to Los Angeles. You'll enjoy a 3 day visit to
Disneyland and stay at the Beautiful Disneyland Motel. Two trips (each for two people) will be
given away by Big Star. Winners will be announced Feb.
2nd. Write your name and address on the bock of a Jack
Sprat label or a facsimile of the word Jack Sprat as it appears
on the label or package. Deposit your entry at Big Star.
(Trip must be accepted in lieu of cash award).

By Theresa Fambro Hooks
Fashion Editor

SAVE 80*

For day look for it with short
sleeves and a small peter-pan
collar, and in the evening .
provocative in a low and wide.
plunging neckliLe.
The roaring 20's is the strong
prevailing influence in the
dress silhouette . long torso
tops over flirty pleated skirts
and yoked tops.

'The layered" look is sometimes hi-colored, often tricolored.
The short evening dress has I
frc,ii approach
. . with halter necklines, strapless tops . .
and the use of wild color combinations.
"Drifter" chiffons in coats or
stoles billow over matching silk

eimmmummummmimmummunomm•mammas
•
a
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

••• CAR WASH $ 25E•
•
,
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
II

Effective November 29 1965

II

•
•

•
•
•

Monday
thru
Friday

•
•
•
•

•
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

3100 Summer at Baltic
•
ibme•••••••sawa••••••Nswassme
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AT YOUR FOOD STORE

T HOME

VIN S!

GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

Defender to address below
Ono your $6.00 Six months $3.50 I

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL WRITE or WIRE

THE NEW TRI STATE DEFENDER
TO

TAILORS

4
.4`44/4*;
1
".

INC.
441

248 Vance Ave.
•

Zone No

Street Athdritot
City

ash

JA 7-9320

Tontiossoo
"YOUR Company Maks, What Yoe Ask 1., And
Crest., Wlest Y.. Think or

Let TR1-STATE DEFENDER Ads Be Your Guide

a
.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 22, 1%6

DEFENDER

SYSTEMATIC PIANO
TEACHING
Based on Fundamentals, Principles of
Music
CHILDREN and ADULTS
Call in person at 2416 Perry Core
or
Phone 948-6162

CHARLES R. ILES, SR.
Yember National Guild
Piano Teachers
Sponsor for the N. S. F. M.

Let TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Ads Be Your Guide
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Dr. Clark Scores Poor Schools In Dixie North
said, can be confident that the schools have kept the Negrolor custom.
upgrading of education for unvast bulk of Negroes who went out of the mainstream of Amer- Government agencies and pri- der-class children in America—
firms seeking to hire well. North and South — and this
to public schools will flunk lican life and reduced his chan- vate
qualified Negroes are finding a must begin yesterday," be
even simple qualification tests. ces to compete effectively for
said
;where the masses of Negroes better-paying, middle-class jobs. shortage exists, he said.
"Before manpower programs
Major
colleges
!
seeking
to
WASHINGTON — A Negro anti-poverty programs can ._ !go, does the discriminating tot- "The system of de facto seg- boost their enrollment of Negro . . . and equal employment opany
iany
prejudiced
employer,"
he regation in .most large North- students are competing more portunity
psychologist says that predomi- expected to work.
programs can be ef;said. "What happens, in effect,
ern urban communities is as fiercely than they do for all fective, there must be a total,
itautly Negrc schools in the Those views were expressed is
that these schools spawn effective a
way of maintaining American athletes, Clark add- massive reorganisation of oar
North and South are so bad by Dr. Kenneth Clark, New hundreds of thousands of funethey are turning out hundreds York City psychologist who ad-;tional illiterates each year." a biracial educational system ed, indicating how poor the Ne- educational system toward Inof thousands of graduates. who vises several federal agencies' Negro students often lag far. in America as was the system gro high schools and grade creasing its efficiency as far as
of de jure segregation," he de- schools are.
these youngsters are coacern•
cannot read and write or do and the National Association for ther behind
national achieve. clared. He also charged that ''Ihere must be a massive rd."
simple arithmetic.
the Advancement of Colored ment standards the longer they
standards of Northern schools
He called for a top-to-bottom People, at a Labor Departnient remain in such schools, Clark segregated
by the effect of;
anpor
we seminar,
;
shakeup of American educationm
said, making some of them "is- : housing pattern were just as
in a spirit of wartime urgency' Finpioers who want to denN stitutions of de-education."
low, if not lower, than schools
before federal job training or,jobs to NeL;ro applicants, he, lie contended that segregated
in the South segregated by laN%

Demands'Top-To-Bottom'Shakeup
Of American Educational System

Negroes Seeking
California Offices

Political Action Group
Nominating Likely Candidates
BAKERSFIELD, Calif. — rector of the Congress Of Ra(UPI) — A Negro political con- cial Equality of San Francisco
vention, seeking to nominate the ; and Raymond L. Johnson, Los
first of its race for a California! Angeles Attorney and Southern
statewide office, has named four California area vice president
possible candidates — two from of the National Association For
San Francisco and two from Advancement of Colored People
Los Angeles.
(NAACP).
Terry Francisco a supervisor! Lionel B. Cade, city councilfrom San Francisco and promi- man of Compton was nominated
nent civil rights fighter who has;but withdrew his name and anbeen jailed twice for his anti- nounced he will run for state
discrimination activities, and Senate from the newly reappor: William J. Williams, who holds tioned 32nd District.
a doctorate in public admini- Before the nominations, the
stration and is field secretary delegates were told by speaker
for Rep. Augustus F. Hawkins, after speaker that they must
D-Calif., topped the field of can- "rock the boat" in the Demodidates for secretary of State. cratic party if tLey hope to elect
Delegates to the first endors- a member of their race to a
ing convention of the Negro Po- statewide office.
litical Action Association of Cal- The speakers, stressing unity
ifornia (NPAAC) also nomi- and harmony, said Negroes and
nated Wilfred Ussery, area di• other minority groups will never

DOUBLE
COLA

Don't Ask Race, Employers Told
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission prodded employers to stop asking job seekers about their race, color, religion and national origin.
Commission Chairman Franklin D. Roosevelt Jr. said the
group's responsibility to promote equal job opportunity
"compels it to regard such inquiries with extreme disfavor."
Normally such Inquiries are
"totally irrelevant" to a worker's ability or qualifications,
Roosevelt said in a memorandum to employers containing
an interpretation of the 1964
Civil Rights Acts Title VII ban
against fob discrimination.

Roosevelt pointed out that
Title VII "does not expressly
prohibit" employers from asking such things of job applicants. And he said the legislative history of the statute says
nothing about Congress' intent
on this point.
But he added that in investigating charges of job discrimination, the Commission "will
pay particular attention" to use
of pre-employment questions
about race, religion, color, or
national origin.
achieve full representation la
government so long as the, passively accept what the "power
structure" gives them.

downtown and union AN&

specialist: in shalt to 60 and 161
/
2 to 32/,

Catherine's
January
Clearance
of Winter fashions
in sizes 18 to 52
and 161
/
2 to 321
/
2
Try Ski's new,high-flying flavor! The
perky zest of orange, plus the pucker
of lemon, give Ski a lift you'll like.
Ski never leaves you thirsty. Just refreshed. And you don't have to return
the empties. No deposit. No return.

As. if all thit_weren't reason enough
to try new Ski—we're also throwing
in a money-saving coupon on every
carton! Give yourself a Ski lift today.
A new soft drink with spirit from
Double Cola.

Cut along dotted line
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150 offon SKI
This coupon worth 150 on any carton of SKI

ann.
.EBIa

Mr. Grocer. Your Double Cola
salesman will pick up and redeem
this coupon for IFif plus 2# han•
dfmg, when it has been used as
part payment on the purchase
of a fl-bottle carton of Ski. Use
for any other purpose constitutes fraud. Coupons are not
transfernhle and must be submitted directly and not through

11111111111

an agent. Invoices covering
sufficient purchases of Ski to
cover coupons must be shown
upon request. Void where ryroAlt:0.M. taxed or restrxted by
law. Customer must pay sales
tax. Cash value I /20 of
Good
only in area served by Double
Cola of Memphis, Tennessee.
Oiler expires June 1. 1966
.
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Negro College

The annual plea for donations by the associated Negro
colleges has met with criticism
in some quarters. Objections to
the drive for financial aid have
been neither virulent nor malicious. What the critics had in
mind was the apparent inconsistency posed by the civil
rights struggle for abolition of
segregation and the Negro College's perennial quest for funds
to perpetuate their segregated
existence.
This was an unfortunate misunderstanding that stemmed
from the failure of the Negro
colleges to make emphatically
clear the rationale of their objectives. The public at large,
though sympathetic with the
cause of Negro education, has
not been kept abreast of the
logic that underlies the argument for maintaining academic
institutions on a racial basis
while the masses of the Negro
people are fighting and shedding blood in many instances
hampering barriers of prejudice.
But there is an explanation,
there is a valid defense for this
ambivalence. First of all, the
Negro colleges are not segregated institutions. Both faculty
and student-body are integrated, and not on a token basis.
Some of these colleges have a
higher percentage of white students in residence than they
have Negro students as is the
case of West Virginia College.
The best defense came from
Dr. Albert W. Dent, president
of Dillard University in New
Orleans. In a brilliant talk delivered here, he said that the
majority of the nation's Negroes still live in the 11 Southern states where race prejudice
remains most intense.
He reasoned that any attempt to take large number of

Negroes from the South and
place them in institutions outside the region will not succeed
Distance and cost would be prohibitive. Therefore, he said
"whatever quality educational
opportunity is provided for the
Southern Negro will have to be
provided within the area in
which he lives."
Eleven years after the Supreme Court outlawed school
segregation, Dr. Dent observed
"integration at the college level has reached exactly 3 percent of the total number of
Negroes attending college in
the Deep South."'
Thus, the privately supported Negro institutions comprise
the immediate hope of Negro
higher education. But these colleges, Dr. Dent said, must be
transformed "through massive
financial support into high-quality instituions which rank with
the very best in the nation."
He asserted that the private
Negro colleges have made "the
greatest contributions to the
cause of responsible and
thoughtful Negro leadership of
any group of colleges in the
country." An investment in
these colleges, Dent contended,
would be an investment in the
national economy. With better
education, he reasoned, Negroes
would qualify for better, higher-paying jobs and thus contribute more to consumer spending.
These sound views should
have had wide airing at the
very inception of the drive for
financial support of the Negro
colleges. Dr. Dent marshalled
his facts so well that he convinced all those who had been
critical of the purpose and
meaning of Negro colleges in
the context of the black revolution.

Rhodesia
We pointed out some time
ago that there was more substantial sympathy for the rebel Rhodesian government in
influential British circles than
has been brought to the surface. An indication of the
strength and quality of that
sympathy was unveiled in the
British parliament when a
move placing a limit on how
far Prime Minister Wilson can
proceed with economic sanctions and other punitive measures against white Rhodesia
was approved by an impressive
majority.
The tendency in Britain is
to silence the whole affair as
a bad dream. One exception is
provided by The Daily Telegraph, which criticizes two of
the financial measures announced by the British government. The paper objects both
to the suspension of pensions
to Rhodesian residents and to
the appointment of a new board
to take control of the Reserve
Bank of Rhodesia. The Daily
1,1

Telegraph says:
"Somewhere, surely, there
must be a dividing line between
actions against Rhodesia's
Prime Minister Ian Smith and
the declaration of independence
and those against Rhodesians
at large. In the matter of pensions, and in this further matter of the Reserve Bank, the
Government's choice of the
right dividing line cannot be
approved.
"A better Pnd fairer choice
is needed if there is to be much
chance of a change of heart
leading to a new Rhodesian
government which would be
both cooperative enough and
authoritative enough to join
the United Kingdom government in a fresh approach to
Rhodesia's future."
This is appeasement as bold
as it is undisguised. Should the
British government take this
suggested course, a racial conflict of no ordinary proportions
- would be inevitable.

Jackie
Robinson I
Says

MY DREAM
By
MARTIN LUTHER KING, J

Message For My People
There is a great body of mat"erial — prose, poetry and novels
which concerns itself with the
trouble Negro Americans have
seen during 200 years of physical slavery and 100 years of
segregation. Songs, ranging
from the spirituals of the slaves through the folk music of
the freedom riders, have dramatized those traumatic years.
The fervor of countless orators, the genious of many playwrights, the sensitivity of artists, great and small, have
made the world well aware of
the crippling crises through
which the black American has
moved.
Even today, as the Negro
struggle and world response to
it appear to be achieving hitherto undreamed-of proportions,
the history of the Negro's fight
for freedom is an oft-told tale.
Yet, little is being said of
the challenge the Negro faces
today. Scant attention is being
paid to the dilemma of the
Negro who stands at the exit of
the Twentieth Centur y, an
ironic dilemma which gives
birth to a clear and ringing
challenge.
What is this dilemma and
what is this challenge?
The dilemma arise from the
fact that he who starts behind
in a race will forever be behind
unless heiposses or developea
the skill to run faster than the
man in front.
The challenge is the fact that
society today expects, indeed
demands, that the Negro be as
productive, as resourceful, as
skillful and as responsible as
his white brother who has not
been handicapped by oppression.
So, many times, we have the
unreasonable situation of society expecting that every time
a significant job opens up, the
Negro who applies for it must
have extraordinary qualifications, such as a W. E. B. DuBois mind, a Ralph Bunch..
grasp of international affair,
:
or a Lena Horne face.
In spite of this, at every opportunity I get. I plead with
my people to face this serious
dilemma and accept this critical challenge. It is my conviction that we must take absolute
advantage and make full, crea-

tive and constructive use of
every opportunity now open to
us.
While continuing to press for
future freedom, we must not
make the mistake of failing to
achieve present progress. The
Negro must not wait until the
dawn of absolute emancipation
before he sets out to make a
contribution to the betterment
of his own status, the future
of his children and the life of
his country.
We must take advantage of
the Manpower Retraining Act
and all of the new developments
of the poverty program. We
must encourage our children
and 9ur young people to go into
higher education. When they
reach these institutions of
learning, they must burn the
midnight oil in order to do the
job.
Longfellow once said that
the "height of great men reached and kept was not obtained
by sudden flight. But they,
while their companions slept,
were toiling upward in the
night."
So this is the challenge of
the Negro of today; to set out
to do a good job and to know
that he must compete with
others. He must not work merely to do a good Negro job.
If one seeks merely to be a
good Negro doctor, or a good
Negro lawyer or a good Negro
school teacher, or barber or
beautician or skilled laborer, he
has already flunked his matriculation examination for entrance into the school of integration.
We have numerous and inspiring examples of Negroes
who have proven that we need
not wait for full emancipation
in order to do a good job. They
have walked through dark
nights of oppression which we
shall never know.
Yet, they have risen up
against the clouds of their
adversities to become new and
blazing stars of inspiration.
Certainly, we must cling with
of the "all" of dignity and human justice. However, as we
clutch that fond and favorite
dream, let us prepare for its
realization by also embracing
the "here" and the "now" of
our meaningful realities. (ANP
Feature).

A number of people of my
acquaintance, more of them
Democrats than Republicans,
agree with me that one of the
finest hours in the life of
Governor Nelson Rockefeller
occurred at the Republican National Convention in San Francisco in 1964.
It was indeed a classic and
splendid sight to observe this
man standing tall in a hostile
atmosphere, fighting with all
the vigor and eloquence at his
command.
He was warning his party
and nation that the sick, slick
and slimy methods of political
hate-mongers and extremists
could wreck the GOP and therefore the two-party system.
Although his party, made
captive by the grisly Goldwater forces, did not listen,
Governor Rockefeller has not
given up the crusade to prove
that justice and decency in politics can win the day.
Some of the political pundits
are clearly predicting that the
Governor is going to have a
hard time in his bid for reelection this year. This writer,
admittedly prejudiced in Rockefeller's .favor, .acknowledges
that there will be problems.
However, we believe these
problems can be overcome and
that Governor Rockefeller can
achieve, not only re-election,
but the "big win."
In our opinion, it is important for the Governor to "win
big" because, if he does, this
will once again serve notice on
the National Republican organization that the Geldwater,
Bill Buckley route is the sure
road to disaster.
One of the things which encourages us most is the Governor's own attitude in facing up
to the political facts of life. Recently, a group of citizens met
with the Governor in a lengthy,
no holds barred, off the record
session.
I do not feel at liberty to
report much of the discussion.

I will say that it embraced, not
only the importance of the
Negro vote, but also overall issues which affect all the people.
All of us were impressed by
the Governor's manful willingness to hear and consider any
criticism, and his perception
about the mood of the Negro
electorate.
The Governor knows that the
Negro vote may not be taken
for granted. He knows that the
Negro voter today is more sophisticated than ever before;
that the black voter is more
interested in the cut of an individual politician than in blind
and traditional allegiance to
party.
One of the persons present
at the meeting had planned to
say to the Governor kindly but
with candor, that there must
not be too much dependence on
Negro good will because of the
many philanthropies of the
Rockefeller family. He was going to inform the Governor
that the Negro today wanted
to know — "What have you
done for me lately?" ....
The Governor not only beat
him to the punch, but went him
one better.
"I think the Negro wants to
know-what are you going to do
for me tomorrow morning at
ten o'clock," Rockefeller said.
I think ten o'clock tomorrow
morning is important too.
However, I cannot discount
the important evidence of the
past in reaching judgements
about the future. I am speaking not so much of the generations of giving to Negro education and other worthy causes.
I am speaking of the Governor's fine record as a Governor.
He has been a "stand up guy"
on civil rights nationally as
well as locally. He has made decisisions as his conscience dictated, sometimes they were
hard — because unpopular —
dicisiona.
I think he will fight very
• hard to win — and I hope he
will win "big."

••••:'

Only
In
America
By HARRY GOLDEN

Mounties And
In New York, a veteran detective with many years of
commendable service to liis
city, fell victim to those base
instincts which occasionally afflict even the best of us.
He took a prostitute to a
hotel room. So profoundly afflicted was he by this carnal
obsession that he neglected to
pay he lady of the night.
One doesn't need any sympathy for fallen women to
realize from her point of view
this was no way to run a business. So, to avenge herself, she
stole his gun and his badge
while he slumbered.
Reporting the loss of a gun
and a badge is no way for a
cop to get in good with the
police commissioner. But imagine the distress it must have
occasioned this man to report
such a loss and discover the
prostitute had already turned
them in. As Hamlet says, "Use
every man to his deserts and
who shall 'scape whipping?"
Alas, the police may be no
better than the rest of the
citizenry. Years ago, when I
was the night clerk at the
Hotel Markwell on New York's
West 49th Street, off Broadway, I remember a bellboy
dashing up to the desk with
wide eyes and the news, "Something is going on in Room 01,"
to which I repaired Instantly.

LaGuardia
In that room, to my dismay,
I found a man hanging impatiently upon a locked bathroom door behind which was a
lady whose sobs were plainly
audible.
"Good heavens," I though
to myself, "the honor of the
Markwell may well be soiled
lest I think of something fast."
Fortunately, I recognized the
man. He was a mounted policeman I had often seen patrolling
the midtown theater district
atop a trusty steed. At the Moment, he was not in a mood to
be trifled with, nevertheless I
stepped forward and said, "You
keep up that banging and you'll
wake Fiorello LaGuardia himself."
His fist stopped in midair.
"LaGuardia?" he breathed.
"The Little Flower," I said.
He left the room faster than
I had come to it.
The bellboy and I coaxed the
lady from the locked enclave
and apologetically she told us,
"He gets drunk sometimes."
Needless to say, the bellboy
and I never fed that horse
apples anymore though this
particular policeman, after the
sobering thought of ',Realerdia's vengeance, controlled the
ONLY IN America utgbar
traffic well enough. Can you
imagine the trouble he would
have been in at headquarters if
that lady had stolen his horse?

•

•
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Jackson Deltas Cite Mrs. Captolia Barham
gular season record of the footRECRUITMENTS
By ANNA L. COOKE
Last summer approximately 250
ball team, the Grantland Rice
exis
The
Office
Placement
brought
Mrs. Captolia Barham of high school seniors were
de- Bowl invitation ( a 14-14 tie);
prounprecedented
periencing
-college
pre
a
in
campus
on
t
wr"
as bynamed
Jackson, ofTenn.,
for its services by both the winnings of the basketball,
elta gram for intensive work in Eng- mands
Year"
"WomanD
Through students and employers. Ten swimming and track teams and
mathematics.
and
lish
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. durfrom the years ago, only 20 companies,'the outstanding contribution, of
ing its 53rd anniversary cele- financial assistance
of including governmental and pri- Ralph Boston, a graduate stuProgram
bration held at Lane college. Student Teaching
visiting in- vate agencies, recruited on cam- dent,
Worm.,
Haven,
New
Making the presentation was
supplemented the re- pus. More than 200 are expected Significantly, it is reported
Mrs. Daisy T. Shaw, president. structors
staff in working with stu to do on-campus recruitment. that five members of this year's
gular
Mrs. Barham was cited as a
Student summer job opportuni- football team will be earning
humanitarian, church and civic
annual salaries totaling $200.060
proties are better than ever.
summer
the
in
Students
dents
worker and it is through her
gram were supported by a grant That the athletic program at on professional teams next year
untiring efforts that the Mt from the U. S. Office of Econo- Tennessee State continues strong and running the gamut from
Olive Cemetery in Jackson remic Opportunity through the is evidenced by the perfect re- $20,000 to $66,000.
mains a beautiful place.
Mrs. Essie Golden Perry who
has spent over 28 years at Lane
college where she has inspired
thousands of students a n d
worked with the sorority beyond the call of duty in its
many projects, was honored as
"Delta of the Year." Her
daughter, Mrs. Hortense Canady of Lansing, Mich., was the
NEW YEAR'S PARTY . . . Club '46 of Booker T. WashingR. Jackson, Mrs. Willie Ruth Williamson, Mrs, Eva Till- guest speaker for the occasion.
ton High School class of 1946 presented its annual party on
ACTION PROGRAM
man, Mr. George Tillman. Mr. W. K. Jackson, Mr. Charles
New Year's Day, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
She used for her theme "DeWalker, Miss Dorothy Whitson, Mrs. Mary Walker, Mrs.
Bazan, 475 King Road. The group plans for a "Go-Go" year
Ruby Aldridge, Mrs. Daisy Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Flenoid cisive Action for Freedom." In
listing the responsibilities of
for the purpose of a scholarship project. Shown on the pic•
Aldridge, and Mr. Aloniszi Wilson.
freedom, she brought in the
tare attending the party are: Mrs. Cora Gleese, Mrs. W.
five point action program of
the sorority whose volunteers
for community service include
mental health, international understanding, social action, liand
The contestants were given brary, and scholarship
Omicron Sigma and Alpha program were the Kelly Dan- —Little Miss Rhornania, and
have added the teen-lift proOmicron of Sigma Gamma cers, who interpreted many of I Rhonette Northcross — Miss a party at the Sorortiy house,
gram where selected teen-agMiss Northcross 807 Saxon, Jan. 7.
Rho Sorority sponsored their the early and mociern period 1Rhomania.
ers are brought from deprived
and given cultural exannual affair, Rhomania, at the dances of various people.
was escorted by her brother,
The sorority wishes to thank areas
posure.
Thurman Northcross.
Municipal Auditorium, recently. All
the public for its help in mak- However, she stated that
female contestants of
The program featured guest Miss Rhomania were attired in The finalists were presented ing the affair a success.
these programs could not funcnae ch,,pter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority.
WOMAN OF YEAR . . . Pictured is Mrs.
artists Omar Robinson and white formals, and all male scholarships, and Miss Rhoman- Mrs. Ethel Watkins is the tion without the aid of the com3Iis. Shan, president of the chapter, preCaptolis Barham, "Jackson Woman of the
Canady serves on
sented the engraved plaque.
Year" an she receives a corsage from Mrs.
Mrs. Rose Phillips and ensem- l contestants wore white toils. ia was presented a bouquet of basi)eus of the Memphis chap- munity. Mrs.
the National Projects Commit.
ter.
ble. Also appearing during the The finalists were Paula Young yellow tea roses.
Grace Bradley, member of Jackson Alumtee of the Sorority.
Nathaniel
Faye
Jona
Misses
Nashville-Davidson County Metand Ernestine Wilson of Beta ropolitan Action Committee. The
Chi chapter were cited for be- project is to be repeated in the
ing elected to Who's Who in summer of 1966 with some 500
pre % ention programs Universities and Colleges and
Independent U. S. Congres- June primary, cited South side trol that is sanctioned and quency
students.
sional Democratic candidate politics as a program of "con- wielded by m a chine politi- praised the work of ESRCU in Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll, president In 1965 for the first time, adthe civil rights movement in tho of the college, was presented missions test were required of
Fred Hubbard told the Episco- trol rather than service to the clans," he added.
a donation on the UNCF drive. all entering freshmen. Scores
and in Chicago.
South
his
In
speechhe
citizens."
pal Society for Racial and Cul-1
Hubbard told the inter-raclal
Mrs. Fannie Porter, vice were used as a basis for detertural Unity (ESRCU of the need'pointed to slum housing, land- group that the day of the "No- "We both seek the same
,president of the Jackson Alum- mining abilities of students to
to alter political concerns "to,lordism, school politics and
gro vote" is over and the day goals," he said, "that of using nae chapter, presided with do college-level work. Those who
advance the Negro to total pressure methods of city and
the "Negro Voter" is here, working alternatives to correct members from both the alum- scored low on the tests werei
equality."
county welfare organizations as of
par- given remedial English and
former YMCA of Metropoli- the oppressions of the past and nae and college chapters
The
Hubbard, who is running in "obvious and visible forms of
ticipating.
mathematics and a smaller colthe 1st Congressional District oppression and control" A con- tan Chicago director of della- present."
ENTRANCE EXAMS
lege program.
During he past year, TennesSHORT COURSES
see State has taken several add- Those students who did rethe
upgrade
itional measures to
markably in English at the end
achievements of its students. of the fall quarter are permitted
-•
to pursue college English in the
winter quarter which began on
Jan. 3, and are permitted to
carry the normal load for freshNO AGE LIMIT,
men. Students of lower achieveThe Shelby Social Club held ment may be continued in the
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
its first meeting of the year at intensified program for a maxthe home of Miss Evelya Har- imum of six quarters.
GUILD
bert, 1324 Latham, Sunday, Students not wanting to work
MARIA
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
all
Jan. 2, and elected officers.
AVE Basketb,
toward a degree may takei
CIRCI-E
C.B.C•
Elected were Mrs. Rosie courses leading to certificates
AIR CONDITIONED
CLUB
I-OUDES 'TicketsOFto
Shaw, president; Miss Evelyn In such areas as electronics,
R'
UNT
O
Help
mere)
Mrs.
Selling
Harbert, vice president;
ACRES C Win cleT
beat cutting, and processing,
to
For 'The .,.
Is
AL.CY
Horne
Todd, secretary; Mrs. dairy farming and mechanics.
The
Florence
722
Maria
(Formerly
Contact
6850
Mary Taylor, financial secre- The Honors Program for stuoi
Membership 946-1785
"The Ave Money; Coll
Mrs. Vina Duncan, treas- dents of unusual ability is now
CLUB
tary;
Save
SOCIAL
946-2019 or
urer; a n d Cluster Shipps, in its second year, with approxiWONDER DANCE
mately 75 students participating
sweetheart.
EN NOVELTY
YEAR SITE
SUITE $711
1966
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The next meeting will he held in it at present. The program is
28,
THE
Millionaires
1966
January
OF
Mrs.
2.1,
under the co-directorship of Dr.
GREEK lanuary
at the home of Mr. and
Club,
Sponsored by
8. Nis
Friday,
McDonald Williams, professor
Elk's
Eugene Perkins.
Gabe
Prince
.
of English, and Patrick J. GilCouncil
Plato
Chisca
Purdy
Hellenic
Music By
pin, assistant professor on hisJoe
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LaRita Homemakers tory.
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Singers And Dancers Star In Rhomania'

Hubbard Stresses Politica! Change In ESCRU Speech

BANK TELLER TRAINEES
CASHIERS—CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS

TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED

Shelby Social
Elects Officers

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE
527-5508

COCO'All.
and
1966
DANCE
FEBRUARY 4,
P.M•
10:00
Cocktails 9
A.M.
Til 2
Dcmce 10 Willie Mitchell
oi
M usic Bertrand Gym
By theFather

or Wri te i Colo
525-0785 c o PepsuncementsWeekli;
-Thomas St.,
Club Anno
1500
h or
Churc
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Elect Officers
The LaRita Homemaker Social Club held its first meeting
of the year at the home of Mrs.
Anne Falls, 2676 Deadrick avenue, Jan. 9.
The club was one of the first
ones to complete its payment
for Life Membership to the
NAACP.
Officers elected for the year
are Mrs. Anne Falls, president;
Mrs. Janice Jeans, vice president; Mrs. Cleo Draper, secretary; Mrs. Alma Morris, treasurer; Mrs. TeCora Smith, business manager; Mrs. Julia Pleas,
chaplain; and Mrs. Katherine
Armstrong, reporter.

HERFF
FOR

SUMMER AVE.

Invites Doctors, Lawyers, Teachers, Government
Employees, Factory Workers, Cooks, Truck Drivers,
Farmers, Domestic Workers

Everyone Can Afford The
Beautiful

.20 Years Serving You'—We Want Your Business

OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER!:

1966 FORD
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'1st Payment
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Conte in today, and Test Drive the "Quiet" "Ones"Register For

30 FREE
Expense Paid Vacations -For Two
To Hawaii For 7 Days

2450 SUMMER AVE.
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Society
Merry
I Go - Round
By

erma lee laws
Chicago
It would seem that same bursts of that famous ole
Defender
wind has taken its VII in the composing room of the
causing several sheets of our copy to get literally "lost". Here's
hoping it all comes out this week.
Foremost on the list of this week's activities is the fourth
annual "Greek of the Year" dinner which will be Friday
night January 21, at the Chisca Plaza sponsored by the Memphis
Pan -Hellenic Council.
Speaker for the occasion will be Judge Ben L. Hooks. Mrs.
Janet L. Henson, is the general chairman for the dinner.
Other members of the banquet committee are Miss Yvonne
Hawkins, Reservations: Mrs. Bernice A. E. Callaway, Program;
Miss Velma Lois Junes, Award; Eddison Morrison, Refreshments, and Mrs. Charle P. Roland, publicity.
Members of the Dcvoue Bridge club entertained their
mates with a champagne dinner in the Passport Room of the
Metropolitan Air germinal Building a fortnight ago.
Toastmaster to: the intimate gathering of friends was
the amiable H. A. Gilliam, Sr., whose wife, Leola, is Prexy of
the club. Leola pi-esentcd gifts to the husbands and escorts
and the members ieveateo the names of their secret pals
and drew names for secret pals of "66.
Members enjoying the much looked forward to event %ere
Edith and Powell Thornton, Sallie and Caffrey Bartholomew,
Elizabeth and Emmitt Simon, Iris and Marion Harris, Ida
and Harold Jamison, Vartyna and J. B. McCullough, she's
just returned to the club: Louise and Taylor Ward, Allegra and
Jesse Turner, Estatyn Ross and Dr. B. F. McCleave, and
Victoria Hancock.
Members missing out on all the fun being unable to
attend were Orphelia aed Jimmy Byas and Grace and Dr.
William H. Young.
Leola Gilliam was thc . gracious hostess to the Ofo Afa
Bridge club at her Soet1-. Parkway home last Saturday evening
and members winning prizes were Augusta Cash, whose first
prize was a penclae watch. Juanita Brinkley, second prize
winner was equally as lucky, for her second prize was also
a pendant watch.
Sallie Barthomew was the lucky winner of a Duchin Brass
and lacquered magazine rack as a third prize. And Louise Ward

who filled in for member Ethel Tarpiey was very pleasantly
surprised when Leola gifted her with Ester Lauder cologne.
Oh just to be a fill in!
Other members enjoymg an evening of bridge and dinner
were Lillian Campbell, Alma Booth, Marion Gibson, Rosa
Robinson, Harriett Davis, Ruth Beauchamp, Mildred Jordan,
and Walterine Outlaw.
Valtina Robinson feted the VIPs in the Pink Room of
the Club Paradise last Saturday. Valtina gifted her club members and guest wita Useful and beautiful bathroom accessories.
Club prize winners were Emma Jean Stotts, Velma Lois Jones,
and guest winners were Gwendolyn Isabel and Cleo Jones.
Election of officers was the business of the evening and
Vallina was elected President, with Martha Brown being named
Vice-president, Mary Helen Ezzell, Secretary, Shelia Robertson,
corresponding secretary, Velma Lois Jones, treasurer, Emma
Jean Stotts, business manager and Faye Gentry Lewis, who
has given me her word that she's "going to do better next
'time," was elected reporter. Maude Gillispie and Erline Mobley
were the other members present.
Other guests enjoying the steak dinner %5 ere Johnny Willett,
/Walla Williams, Linda Isabel, Marian Holly Catherine Terrell
and Johnny Black.
And Mrs. Isabel Roulhac, entertained the Phyllis Wheatley
club at Mrs. Cain's on Thursday of last week. She was assisted
in receiving by her daughter, Mrs. Alma Booth.
Members of the club present for the club meeting and
games were Mesdames Althea Price, who won first prize,
Ma-ion Gibson, who won the prize for the matching game
of famous couples, you know Cleopatra and Anthony and I
guess Liz and Richard; Anna Belle Allene, Marie Adams, Hattie
Braithwaite, Augusta Cash, Henrietta Craigen, Emma Critter'.
den, Leath Jones, Lillie Lewies, Lula Pope, Mamie Willis
and Misses Mattie H. Bell and Isabel Greenlee.
The charming Mrs. Roulhac's guests were Mesdames
Gertrude Johnson, Jennie Tarupley, who won first prize, Johnnie
Watkins, Jewel Hubert and Harriett Walker.
The prizes were very becoming pieces of jewelry.
Miltonette and John Norman were really courageous when
they decided to let their six and nine year old daughter, Andrea
Denise and Paula Renee invite twelve of their little girls friends
over for a slumber party. Can you imagine the amount of
food thy must have consumed and the number of pillow fights
they must have had during the night?
To host such an affair one deserves a medal of honor. At
any rate they survived and the children were all quite happy.
Miltonette was fortifiec) with the support of her friend, LaGretta
Walker.
Little ladies enjoying perhaps their first night away from
mommy and daddy were Janice Greer, Janice Hoof, Vicki
Stamps, Jeveta Lee, Clarise Nelson, Hydie Hayslett, Enid
Fay Walton, Denise Owens, Fay Wright, by Wright, Karen
Sweet, and Wanda Hawkins.
Members of the Elite Literary club chose the Sheration
Motor Inn for their annual reception. Beautiful floral arrangements centered a table laded with delectable hors d'oeuvres,
frappe and cookies. Soft recorded music was in the background.

CLIFT-JORDAN WEDDING PARTY — Members of the wedding party are
seen in the sanctuary of Mt. Pisgah ('ME church following the union of Miss
Etoile LaVerne Clift to Harold asery Jordan of Nashville. From left are
Miss Gwendolan Fife, Mrs. Della S. Ruben. Miss Rhonda J. Beasley, Mrs.
Evelyn L. Worsham. the bride and groom, Mr. and Mrs. Harold A. Jordan;
Miss Claudette Brown Clift, maid of honor, Miss Estonia W. Saunders, Mrs.

grandchildren, and
Mr. and Mrs. Miller have twenty six
Members receiving their guests which included approxithem and
congratulate
We
children.
grand
great
mately one hundred of their friends were: Mesdames T. H. twenty seven
family!
their
Watkins, Sr., President; H. A. Collines, Sr., secretary; George ask God's continued blessings on them and
celebrated her
A. West, reporter; H. H. Jones, W. F. Owen, L. H. Twigg, Harry
And my grandmother, Mrs. Mattie Laws,
to dedicate
like
We'd
E.
16.
W. Wilson, M. L. eighty ninth birthday on January
Haysbret, L. W. Jones, M. J. Owens,
Brandon, B. G. Olive, Jr., J. C. Mickle and Miss Martell 'NUS. this poem of Kerte Wilson Baker to this gentle soul because
through the
Members unable to attend were Mesdames J. A. Beauchamp, she has personified the sentiments of the poem
many fine
So
—
old
T. J. Beauchamp, J. W. Ester, A. E. Hunnicutt, N. M. Watson. years. "Let me grow lovely, growing
not .be
need
silks
and
gold,
and
ivory,
who was in Florida; J. H. Seward, and R. L. Flagg. The latter things do: Laces, and
a glamour
streets
old
trees,
old
in
healing
is
there
hospitalized.
new;
And
two were
growing
Creating quite a stir of interest in the community and the hold: Why may not 1, as well as these, Grow lovely,
nation is the anouncement made by Lt. George W. Lee, of old'?"
his
the engagement of his daughter Gilda to John Franklin "Dine
And congratulations to Frank Sylvers who celebrated
by his
Sunday
honored
was
He
birthday.
Hill, 111, of Detroit, Michigan.
seventh
seventy
U. Lee made the announcement Saturday night at his cmhaunry,
s.E where he has been a faithful member for
tyC
yeahrI
ch
Atlanta
staff
members
of
entertained
of
his
home when he
many
Life Insurance Company. The handsome young groom to be
The William Bradfords are also in store for congratulaand the bride to be's mother, Mrs. Estelle Lee arrived by jet tions. They've just celebrated their fortieth wedding anniversary.
Saturday morning from Detroit.
While we're congratulating, we'd like to commend the LeFriends congratulating the groom -to-be and admiring the Moyne students who attended the Coronation Ball of Miss Lestrikingly pretty bride-to-be who has been the constant com- Moyne at the Chisca Plaze. Here tell the hotel is louldy singing
panion of her illusirious father were Mr. and Mrs. Frank Scott, their praises for being the most orderly group of college auJ. L. Gaston, D. W. Beall, R. F. Herron, Mrs. Margaret John- dents they've had to have an affair at their establishment.
son, Mrs. Mary Tare, Mrs. A. E. Turner, Mrs. M. C. Hicke,
Keep up the good work. Tis good for the image.
Mrs. L. P. Plunkett, Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Granderson, Mrs. I.
Among the recent visitors in our midst have been Atty.
M. Buchanan, Dudley Martin, Mrs. Zelphia Jackson, Marvel and Mrs. Waldo J. Jones, Jr., and Atty. and Mrs. Waldo F.
Theodore, Mrs. Juanita Stanback, J. H. Isabel, Mrs. Alma Bo- Jones, Sr., all from Tulsa, Oklahoma. They were visiting the
wen, Mrs. Sara Washington, Mrs. D. L. Burnett, Dennis Fost- younger Mrs. Jones' parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Toney on
er, Sam Qualls, Miss Marion Mitchell, Miss Vernice Starks, Foster. The junior Mrs. Jones who is a teacher in Tulsa, is
W. W. Walker and your scribe.
the former Miss Patricia Toney. Her father is principal of
And W. W. Walker, complimented the young couple with a Geeter School.
dinner party at his home on Sunday evening. Gilda, Dino
And the glamourous Martha Jean Steinberg, who's the
and her mother left right after dinner on the same plane, Queen at radio station WCHB was in town a fortnight ago.
Gilda going as far as Chicago where she changed planes for We're constantly reading about our cohort in the Michigan
Clinton, Iowa where she attends Mt. St. Clair College and Chronicle and are proud of her accomplishments.
Dino and Mrs. Lee going on home to Detroit.
And visiting the Horace Chandlers on Quinn were Sarah's
W. W's. guests making champagne toasts to the couple brothers and sister-in-laws, William and Helen McKinney from
were Gilda's father. Lt. Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Westbrook, Cleveland where he is a contractor and Alexander and Gloria
Mr. and Mrs. Wiliiam Foster, Miss Robbie Herron, Kenneth McKinney from Pittsburgh. Alex McKinney, Jr., was formerly
Whalum and his two sons, Mr. and Mrs. Commodore Primous, with Western Reserve University. Presently he is a staff asErnest Withers, Perry Withers, Mrs. Jewel Gentry Hulbert, sociate for advanced data system group of headquarters busiThomas Hayes, Dr. James Byas and your scribe.
ness systems with the Westinghouse Electric Corporation in
How beautiful it must be to have been married fifty golden Pittsburgh. He is engaged in design development and applicayears! To grow old together and see your children grown, see tion of computer based information systems including i•etrieval
their children grown and then see great grand children grow and management information systems business simulation and
up. That's the wonderful experience Mr. and Mrs. Walter A. operation research. A responsible position methinks.
Milter, Sr., have had and when they observed their Golden
The brothers and their wives spent much of their time
Anniversary they repeated the same vows they said fifty , wiJi their father, Alexander McKinney, Sr., and their sister
years ago, only this time their two sons, three daughters and and brother-in-law, Aline and Samuel Upchurch.
scores of other relatives and friends were present as witnesses.
Gloria McKinney is a former Memphian and spent a lot of
A reception followed the ceremony in the social room of ' her time with her mother, Mrs. Erin Horne Listenbee and her
the South Parkway East Church of Christ. The couple also brother Dr. A. E. Horne.
LJhj5R
held an open house the next day at their home on Marianna.
In town for business and stopping at the Peabody was
Mr. and Mrs. Miller are the parents of five children, Walter , Leola Gilliam's friend, Mrs. Lucy Rhone from Cullen,
Louisiana.
A. Miller, Jr., Dossie M. Wilson, both of Memphis, Frank
Cherry hellos and hurry get well to Miss Bobbie McGhee and
Miller of Chicago, Mrs. Elgierene Moore of Senatobia, Miss.. Mrs. Larcenia McDaniel who're both teachers at
Georgia Aveand Mrs. Margaree Harmon of Coldwater, Miss.
nue Elementary School.

I

Dorothy J. Wright and Mrs. Evelyn S. Kemp. Groomsmen, from left, are
Willie Grice, Frederick L. Hooks. George L. Williams, Rev. D. S. Cunningham, Ronald Riley, Edward Montgomery, Johnny M. Rutland and Leslie 0.
Kemp. Standing in front are Reginald K. Saunders, ringbearer; and little Miss
Kimberly Denise Wright, flower girl. (Hooks Brothers Photo)

Miss Etoile Clift Bride Of Harold A. Jordan

MR. and MRS. WALTER MILLER, SR.

Cliff. Jordan Wedding Party length arid of pebble yellow as soloists. Mrs. Ruby Gadison Youtra, Mrs. Carol Brown, the wedding were a kitchen
The Mt. Pisgah CIME Church,crepe, and displayed detach-1 uirected the wedding.
Charles E. Jones, Mrs. Ruby shower with Misses Gwendolyn1
*as the setting on Sunday, Jan.1 able floating
trains
whichl
MOTHERS' GOWNS
Gadison and her mother, Mrs. Fife and Delores Holmes as
2, for the wedding of Miss!trailed down in back of the! For her daughter's wedding, :lose Clark and Mr. and Mrs. the hostesses, and a rehearsal
Etoile L. Clift and Harold Avery'diess in gold shade. Their: Mrs. Williams wore a floor- Julius W. Saunders.
dinner given by the bride's Mr. and Mrs. Walter A. Mil-1
Performing the rites was the N. Braden.
Jordan of Nashville. Officiating headdresses were of matching,length pink peaa de soie dress
And Mrs. Naomi Byrd and aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. ler, Sr ,
of 857 Marianna St. in minister of the church, Brother! On hand
was Rev. D. S. Cunningham. Dior bow on French illusion.
trimmed in aqua, and a floor- daughter; Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Julius Saunders, at the home of
for the occasion
the Orange Mound community. In a remarriage ceremony wit- were
the pastor.
The maid of honor wore ai length aqua bow.
the five children of the
liam Brown, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. William Brown, celebrated their
fiftieth wedding nessed by more than 200 guests, couple along
The bride is the daughter of gown of floor-length yellow! Mrs. _Ruben Jordan, mother Joe Love, Mrs. Saint Ivory .1,r., also aunt and uncle of
with 26 of the
the anniversary on New Year's Day friends and relatives.
Mrs. Mary B. Williams of French crepe.
grandchildrens and almost all
of the groom. wore a floor- jeans. Miss Susie Blackburn, bride, at 1977 Murley Cove.
—
Memphis and 0. A. Clift of
27 great-grandchildren.
They carried bouquets of length dresis of white Chantilly Mrs. Ann Milian& James M.
Following the rehearsal dinMemphis and Los Angeles, bronze pom-poms outlined with lace. Both mothers wore or- Booth and Fred Malone.
t:er, t h e
Freddie Moore, one of the
groomsmen
enCalif. The groom's parents arR ivy.
chid corsages.
Out-of-town guests included tertained in a party at Holiday
grandchildren, was not present,
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Jordan of
GROOMSMEN
Hundreds of guests made Mr. ard Mrs. Willie Seay, Otis Inn for the groom, members of
but he called from New York
Nashville.
George Riley Williams. of their way to the beautiful Cleveland, Mrs. John Holt. Miss the wedding party and guests
to extend his congratulations.
Given in marriage by her Nashville, was
best
man. and spacious home on Nether. Christine Holt, Miss Gussie
Among those present were,
Many tributes were paid to
•
uncle. George Clift, Jr , the Lrooinsmen included Edward wood for the reception.
aeay and Miss Katie Marable, F red Malone, recently returned'
the couple in song. Following
bride wore a floor-length peau, Montgomery. Willie Greer and
Seen passing in the receiving all of Nashville; Mrs. Roy irom Germany; -James Booth,
the ceremony, a reception was
de soie gown. and an Empire,Ronald Riley, Nashville; Fred- line was Dr. John Jordan, a Brown. Sr.. and son Roy, Jr., Mrs. Ruby Gadison and Mrs.
given in the recreation room
waist with bow at center front.!erick Hooks and Johnny Maur- Lousin of the groom, and his aunt and cousin of the bride, Ann W. Millind.
of the church.
NASHVILLE
—
The A-line skirt had a design' ice Rutland, Memphis; and son, John, Jr.
Tennessee
UNDER CONSTRUCTION ;
Chicago.
The bride and groom are
OUT-OF.TOWN GUESTS
of matching lace and detach- I eshe 0. Kemp, Cannonsburg,
Early arrivals included Mr.
SHOWER AND DINNER
living in Nashville where both State university is in the midst: The remaining buildings to bel
Present
from Chicago were
able chapel-length train. She Pa.
and Mrs. Thomas Henry, Mrs.
Other affairs leading up t are attending school.
of a physical plant and facili- completed within the next 18,Mrs. Mattie
Dewey King, a siscarried a bouquet of white
Hostesses for the reception Belle B. Carter, Mrs. Mary
months
are
a
graduate school ter of Mrs. Miller;
ties program. From combined
Luster Davis
rcses and orchids.
were Mrs. Jo Terrell Coger,
Randle, and daughter, Miss
and general classroom building and two
sources of State Legislature and
sons; Charles F. Miller,
Miss Claudette Brown
ift, who welcomed guests; Mrs. Carolyn Randle; Mrs. Georgia
to cost approximately $750,000; a son of
the honorees; Miss Robe.ster of the bride, was. the Mary Hudson. who registered Carvin, former teacher of the
Federal Government, more than a music and art building
at bie Jones, Mrs. Evelyn Jones
59 million will be spent.
maid of honor.e-,-- ---e
the guests; Misses Eula Perry, hide; Mrs. Pearl Williams,
$500,000; the renovation of the Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Cathey,
The Bridesmaids
Delores Holmes and Hortense Miss Hortense Spillers, Miss
Dr. W. S. Davis, president of present administration building
Mrs. Eudora Whitfield and Mrs.
Bridesmaids were Misses Es- Spillers, who were at the serv- Eula Perry. Mrs. Jessie H.
the university, in making the to include mechanization of the
Lee Edward Wilson.
tonia W. Saunders, cousin of ing table; Miss Joyce Morris Robinson, and daughter. Miss
Representative George Crider about any number of things," announcement last week point- registrar and business offices at Present from Gary. Ind.,
were
the bride; Gwendolyn Fife. end her sister, Miss Ermine, Rose Robinson, Mr. and Mrs.
(D., Tenn.) will "talk to the Grider said in explaining the ed out that "already completed $300,000; renovation of the home Mrs. Aline Davis a sister
of
Rhoda J. Beasley, Jackson, 7.1orris, who recorded gifts; Willie Miles, Mr. and Mrs.,people'' by long
is the physics and mathematics economics bedding at $150,00C;,
distance tele- new program.
Mrs. Miller; Mr. and Mrs. John
Tenn.; Mrs. Leslie 0. Kenp.'f4iss Marlene Melton, Cleve- William Hudson, Mr. and Mrs. phone every Monday
_building
costing
the
expansion
$500.000,
and
of
1
the
Student
afternoon.
"Therefore. I am setting aside the renovation of the biology Union building. Air Force ROTC M. Davis and four sons, and
cousin cf the bride, Canons- land, Ohio, and Mrs. Ann Mil- Charles Woods and daughter, Anyone who has anything
to
Miss Frenshell Martin.
burg. Pa.; Mrs. Della Ruben,'land .
Alias Katherine Woods. Mrs. discuss with the congressman every Monday from 3 to 5 p.m. building is nearing completion headquarters and the W. J. Hale
Other out-of-town guests were
Cleveland, Ohio; Mrs. Ekelyti
Kenneth Reginald Saunders, Goldie Bell and Themes Byrd, can go to his office in the Mem-(
i Memphis time) for anybody at a cost of more than $300,000."'stadium for $1,600,000, and a Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Davis, Mr.
0. Worsham, and Mrs. Dorothy cousin of the bride, was the
calliwho
MORE GUESTS
wants
to
call.
A
telephone In progress also are a six- maintenance and
ph.. Federal Building and
warehouse and Mrs. Lorenzo
Harmon, Sr.,
wright.
iingbearer, and little Miss Kim- Also Mrs. Louis Chandler. Mr. Grider in Washington on a That will be the next best thing story women's honor residence building at 8400,000.
Mrs. Olivia Garrett and RooseThe bridesmaids wore gowns herly Denise Wright was flow- Mrs. Lucie Williams, Miss Lit- first-come, first-served basis. 'to a personal visit."
hall and a seven-story men's Enrollment at the university velt Cathey. of
Coldwater, Miss.;
of yellow and gold pebble crepe er girl.
He B. Roberts, John Whitaker, "While I was home between When the congressman is in residence hall with two others reached an all-time high of
Mr. and Mrs. L. Harmon- Jr.,
with scoop neckline, elbowWedding music was furnished Mr. and Mrs. Holmes L. Smith, sessions, I discovered therelMemphis, he will be available on the drawing board to cost 5,002 students at the fall
quar- and Mrs. Isaiah Moore of Senalength sleeves and bodices of by William Fleming at the or-1 Mrs. Odell Stroud, Mrs. Dave were dozens of people who want-lin person to talk with multi- a total of approximately $4,700,- ter, with
freshmen making up tobia, Miss., and Mrs.
Betty J.
Laid. The skirts were of floor- gain ad Rev. Robert L. Jonesiliond, Mr. and Mrs. Arnett ed to talk with me personally Ituents.
000.
about one-half of the number. Moore of New York City,
,
•

Observe Golden Anniversary

TSU
$9 Million
Expansion Program

Talk To Grider By Phone
On Monday Afternoons
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Contestants
Sign Up For
Blue Revue

EAST END CLUB — Members of the East End Community and Flower club observed their seventeenth year as a
service and charitable organization during a dinner at the
home of Mrs. Lillian Bowles recently. From left, seated,
are Mrs. Lilly Mae Odom, Mrs. Rosa Dean, Mrs. Lottie
Waller, Mrs. Hattie Muse and Mrs. Lucille Dilworth. Standing, same order, are Mrs. Mary Taylor, Mrs. Odetta Clayborne, Mrs. Melba Hudson. reporter; Mrs. Angie Campbell,
assistant secretary; Mrs. Susie Higgins, secretary; Mrs.

East End Plower Club
Observes Anniversary

Memphis Zetas announced
that two additional contestants
have signed up for the 1966
Blue Revue Scholarship presen
ation. They are Miss Marie Mc
Donald and Mr. James Alex
ander.
Miss McDonald is a freshman at LeMoyne college and
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James McDonald of 2027 Swift.
She is a member of Oak Grove
Baptist church.
Mr. Alexander is a tenth
grade student at Booker T.
Washington High School, and
lives at 898 Stafford. He has received wide recognition for hi,
unusual musical ability.
These students will join Misses Laverne Hill, Paulette Gordon, Mary Holley, and Phalon
Jones in displaying their talent
on the second annual "Blue Revue" on March 11.

Lillian Bowie, vice president; Mrs. Marie Jones, president;
Mrs. Katherine Jefferies; Mrs. Clara Cochran, chaplain;
Mrs. Mary Allen, Mrs. Gertrude Lang, Mrs. Alice Adams,
and Mrs. Mary Jones. Not on photo are Mrs. Ethel McMurtry, treasurer; Mrs. Katie Heard, Mrs. Mary Wright, Mrs.
Mollie Minor, M r s. Judie Bell Rams y, Mrs. Irene
Bailey, Mrs. Maggie Lee Reid, Mrs. Annie Mae Chandler,
Mrs. Mable Cuir e and Mrs. Elizabeth Taylor. (Withers
Photo)

HOGUE & KNOT
PLAY

WIN PLACE SHOW
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

Mementos From
Home Help
eer Patients

The East End Community let Jones, Mrs. Hebron, Mrs
Flower club celebrated its sev-,Julia Miller, Mrs. Mamie Shep-1
enteenth anniversary recently herd, Mrs. Maggie Douglas,!
JAMES ALEXANDER
with a dinner party at the love- Mrs. Velva Williams and Mrs
ly home of Mrs. Lillian Bowles,.Anna McNeil.
852 Hamilton Street.
Other guests were Rev. Percy
The club was organized Jan- Jones, Rev. Adams, Mr. and
uary, 1949 and since that time Mrs. Cary Newsom, Miss Wil- By MARION B. CAM PFIELD full of cavities, you are im- 1
has been quite active in com- liametta Scott and friend, Miss
Negro Press International
periling your ivory smile.
munity services.
Rose Mary Jones, Miss Patricia Too often, nurses and doctors Through research
into the
This past Christmas, $50 was Claiborne, Sampson Allen, Wil- observe, a patient — as
time cavity problem, however, scigiven to ten of the sick and lie Cochran. Marcellus Jeffer- passes — loses interest
in the ence
has made a goad step
needy of the community Many ies, Mrs, Mable Thomas, Mrs. outside world and gradually
the
times during the year other do- Willie Lee Gross and Mr. Ru- life of the hospital
becomes forward in stopping tooth denations are given.
dell Garth.
more and more attractive.' To cay. For many years, it was'
Guests enjoying the occasion A short program was rend- nip what has been labelled in
thought to be inherited.
were Mrs. Bessie Edwards, ered in which Mrs. Odetta Clay- general hopsitals as "hospitalMrs. Louise Gaines, Mrs. Vio- borne gave the devotion. Mrs. itis," try sending a few treas- Now, it is known that if one
Lillian Bowles, hostess, gave ured possessions to a hospital- does not have a certain type of
words of welcome to all pres- ized member of the family. bacteria in his or her mouth,
ent in her home, followed by They may act favorably in he or she can eat all the candy, 1
acceptance from Mrs. - Maggie helping the patient feel more cake and soda pop desired, and
MARIE McDONALD
Douglas and beautiful solos by comfortable, as well as provid- the teeth won't decay.
Mrs. Velva Williams and Mrs. ing a therapeutic value.
Angie Campbell. A short his- Remember,
these things from
NOW YOU CAN SELL BOTH:
tory of the club was given by the home should be
treasured
Mrs. Susie Huggins and re- possessions, like prints
MUTUAL FUNDS AND LIFE INSURANCE
for the
marks -by Rev. Adams and the wall, pictures of the family, a
This is your opportunity to expand your inPresident, Mrs. Marie ,"ones. teddy bear, a youngster's
shoes
come with top commissions in a life time presA delicious menu was served on the bedside table.
Officers for 1966 were elected
and enjoyed by all. The large
tige career!
when the members of the Sham
beautifully decorated an- Nurses too, can assist in
first
)
d
rock Socialites held their
BRITTENUM ASSOCIATES INCORPORATED
cake was cut and creating an environment of
meeting of the year at the home
familiarity, comfort and help
OFFERS AN EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY
twenty-eight
the
to
served
of Mr. and Mrs. McDolah Burke
the patient maintain interest
TO EXCEPTIONAL MEN
club.
of
the
lmembers
at 1431 Davis st.
in the outside world.
The officers are Mrs. Geneva
Because of our expanding business, we must find
In this category come papers,
Wells, president; Mrs. Elizamen who car qualify as registered representatives.
magazines, radio, television,
beth Reams, vice president;'
Your success will be dependent on your ambition,
rearranging of furniture, pleasMrs. Magnolia O'Neal, assisH
imagination, and sell motivation. Sales experience
ant odors, availability of games
tant secretary; Mrs. Etta Flois desirable, but not necessary. Qualified applicants
and materials for work pro,mers, treasurer; Mrs. Teresa.
will be trained by us in this office Please send de
jects, a friendly cup of coffee.
Watson business manager; Mrs.
the touch of a nurse s hand
tailed resume' (No Telephone Calls, Please). We
Thelma Hall, assistant business
will hold all correspondence in confidence.
manager: Mrs. Dorothy Pick- "Family Night" will be °b- Of course, this hit of scientific
is
not
going
data
stop
to
ens, chaplain, and Mrs. Jennett served by the Porter Junior
Address; '
Harraway, chairman of the echHigh school PTA on Thursday,kissing, but it has been discovMR. DEDRICK BRITTENUM. President
ered
that
tooth
decay
is
a
highcommittee.
night. Jan. 20, at 7:.0 in the 1
ly
contagious
disease,
not a
The club is to select its club school cafetoria.
project at the next meeting.
A well-informed panel of pa- hereditary defect. An eminent
INVESTMENT SECURITIES
A gift was presented to therents and teachers will discuss University of Miami researchPresident for her services last cooperationbetween the church, er, delving deep into the tooth
cavity problem, advanced the
year, and all enjoyed a delicl-lhome and school.
MUTUAL FUNDS
INSURANCE
ous menu served by the host- Mrs. Dorothy Russell is vice information that if you have a
2.11 SOUTH WELLINGTON STREET
ess.
'president of the PTA, and A. good, sound set of choPPers,
The door prize was won by1B. Owen, Jr., is principal of but take on as your marital
Memphis, Tennessee 28124
partner someone with a mouth
Mrs. Wells.
:the school'.

GRAND
PRIZE

Shamrocks
Elect 1966
Officers

FREE ALL EXPENSES PAID
7 DAY TRIP (for 2) TO

Porter PTA Will
Observe 'Family
Night Thursday

BRITTENUM ASSOCIATES INC.

MANY $100.00 WIN PRIZES
MANY $25.00 puma mars
MANY $25.00 PLACE PRIZES
$2.00 SNOW PRIZES
MANY

HERE'S HOW TO WIN
Win-Place-Show is a Hogue & Knott Contest which
anyone 18 years of age or older may play and win, irsctopt Hogu• & Knott employees, their famili•s and
th•ir advertising agency.
.very week with th• winning
Thera will be anew
ad appearing in the Commercial Appeal and PrisesScimitar each Wednesday. Pick up your IBM cords
lik• the ones shown at any Hogu• & Knott Super
Market. No purchase is nec•ssary.
To qualify in any category, ploc• your cards on top
of th• winning cards shown in "loch week's ad. If all
th• holes in your card match exactly with the cormspending block dots printed on th• winning card, r•turn' to your Hogue & Knott Super Market and collect
your prize. The v•rification as to the outh•nticity of
th• winning card is at th• sole discretion of Hogue &
Knott. If you bend, fold or alter your cords in any
way'they are invalid.
No Forced Purchase Coupons . . . flower then discount) ...W. reserve the right to limit quantities
Non• sold to dealers . prim good thru n•xt Tu•scloy.

0

.1

PRIcE is NO MODICA?)
64 Buick

$2675 '63 Buick ... $2497 '62 Plymouth..$875 '63 Buick ... $2195
Fury convertible V-S. automatic, Wildcat convertible.

Ele"..tra 225. 4-door hardtop, 6-win - Riviera coupe. Solid white, black indoer, factory air and full rower. terior, factory sir r nri,tioning. This
Completely equipped including pow- one is real sha:p.
er windows and seats. One owner,
clean inside and out.

power steering and power brakes.

Factory air and
full power, many more extras. Real
sharp.

Buick ... $2785
'60 Buick ...$1087 '65
LeSabre 2-door Hardtop. Full power '64 Corvette .1 $1795
Custom Invicta Station Wagon. and factory air. White with blue in- Hardtop, factory sir and power,
$1795
'61 Cadillac
.
solid white and extra sharp.
Power steering, power brakes, fac- terior. Exceptionally ceian!
Coupe DeVille. Solid black, factory tory air, radio and heater, bucket
'64 Ford ....
$1597
seats. Like new.
air, full power, real nice.
Oalaxie 500 4-door Hardtop! Fully '61 Chevrolet. $1195
coup.. V-8 Powergilde, raBuick ...$895 equinped, full pow-sr, extra clean Impala
$995
'60
'61 Oldsmobile
dio and heater, whitersidewall tires.
MI 4-Door Hardtop. Full power and Electra 225, 4-door. Factory air, full '63 Pontiac .. $1597 Double sharp.
power, real sharp.
factory air. Real nice city car.
Bonneville aonvertible. Power steering, power *cakes and factor/ air. '59 Ford ..... $695
$1695
'64
Pontiac .. $2295 Real nice. Shim!
Ford ....
'63
Galante 2-dr. Hardtop, V-8. autoCountry Squire Station Wagon. 4-docir Hardtop Bonneville. Full
Power steering and brakes. Auto- power and factory air. Cannot be '63 Pontiac .. $1997 matic. Real clean.
matic transmission, other extras. told from new'
Grand Prix. Full power and factory
See it now.
air mag, wheels, real nice.
'63
Buick
...$1195
$985
...
Falcon
'62
Wildcat.
Custom
4-dr.
Hardtop, fac'61
•
Buick
$775
...51295
'61 Buick II
Automatic.
Special 4-Door. V-11. automatic radio and heater Real sharp!

Squire Station Wagon.
radio and heater. Space and economy'

739 UNION AVE.

tory air, full power, solid blue with
Electra 225 4-dr. H.T. Factory air, black interior. Here is a sharp one
full power solid white. A creampuff. for cure

525-5371

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
3511 Park at Highland
•
.74k.
• No Coupons
•No Stamps!
• No Forced
Purchases.
6
Convenient

Locations

BLUFF C TO BUICK

973 So.. Third
at Walker
1378 Hollywood at
Chelsea
4321 Summer Ave.
3362 Summer at
National
1578 Lamar Ave.

C HOGUE & KNOTT
S

9
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Big Blues Blast Ky.
State For 11th Win

SPORTS
HORIZON

NEW YORK — (UPI) — KipKeine) of Kenya headed a
six-man field announced for the
mile in the Millrose Track and
field meet at Madison Square
A hot-handed pair of hard- ineligible because of a Mid- Garden, Jan. 27.
s.
wood artists burned the nets for Western Conference rule, but in
Bill .Crothers, Canada's top
24 points eac h as Tennessee the closing minutes we Put half-miler, will .move up to the
State University's basketball enough pressure on them to have
Jet, longer distance in an attempt. to
team blasted Kentucky State made it a much tighter game.' better the 4:0
.1.4 tline he achiev92-86 for their eleventh straight Monday night, Hunter's
.
Mile three
Millrose
the
ed in
and first conference win in assisted ballhawks will lay their years ago when he finished in
,
Kean's Little Garden Iasi Sat- perfect record on the line in
fourth place.
Jefferson City, Mo. against the
urday night.
Playing before a standing- Lincoln University five in their The rest of the field includes
room-only crowd, Coach Harold second conference game. Lin-Josef Odlozil of Czechoslovakia.
Hunter's crew took charge ofIcoln is 11-2 on the season and ' 1500 meter silver medalist in
the ball game from the opening;has won its last eight in a row. the 1964 Olympics; Bob Day,
haidssiaoncom
teams are 1-0 in conference'-he NCAA champ from UCLA,
ti
n!) am. ntderm
ma
mragnind.
who has run the mile in 3:56.4;
iti.kWi54
th- B°
p1ath
y.
four men in double figures
(6-9) Ed Johnson and Bob- EH
dridge canned two dozen points
each, Obie Snyder picked up 11,
2506 PARK AVE.
while Hank Watkins playedI
string music for 10.
Coach Hunter gave his old
mentor a lesson in the fast
break.
WAS
NOW
NEW
MISCUES STOP DRIVE
Bob Campbell tallied 24 points
522.95 — S19"
2 Step End Tables; Cqfee
for the Thorobreds' losing cause
_
grabbed rebounding honors
2 Pc. Rose Beige Lv. Rm. Suite. .$139.95 — $10000
matic shot was made by photographer Er- with 12. Behind the sharp shootnest Withers during the LeMonye-Knoxville ing of Campbell, Jim Bryant
game which was won by the Memphians, (19) and Eddie Henry (13),'
3 Pc. Teak Wal. Bd. Rm. Suite.. . .5149.95 — 5100"
Coach John B. McLendon's crew
96-67.
pulled within four points (77$89.95 —
7 Pc. Turquoise With Leaf
81) of overhauling the Big Blue
Speedsters, but three quick Thorobred miscues stopped the
5 Pc. Formica Teak Wal, Rd Table. $19.95 —
drive.
The Huntermen were on tarS12.95 —
9xI2 Lin. Reinforce Base
get with 39 of 75 salvos from
the floor for a 52 per cent ac2.7taclaydw
s hto
ilerhop
lclein
rcgeattheorFr29
a no
kfTurquoise -Nilon Frize Recliner.
$49.95 —
an. 29 Bout

OwbuiNS

y

L1TTLL

Heads Field

•11•••••••.••••..1..on.

eitis HORIZON
flying start only to be slowed
Carver, given no more than awn by Carver, is a strong
50-50 chance reappear as Prepl L•ontender being just one game
League champions at the beginning of the current season, iii back with a 6-1 mark. The Wildriding high at the halfway mark!eats have a well-balanced club
with-a 7-0 record. Coach Calvin Ispearheaded by Jackie RobinCobras
aren't'son, a productive scorer when
ilalliburton's
setattiuled to see action in the he's hot.
second half until Jan. 24 at Coach Lloyd Williams is hopewhich time Lester will play host ful that his husting basket bomb'ens can survive a tough return
to the defending champs.
Where have been two main match January 26, at Washingfacts for Carver's unexpected ton, assuming, of course, that
superiority over the league thus Hamilton is able to beat Melfir. The most glaring reason rose tonight (Friday) on the
for the success of the league Orange Mounders' floor. It was
leaders has been the inability an early victory over the Golden
of Melrose and Washington to Wildcats at Hamilton that foput up the -expected challenge, cuses attention on Hamilton.
Should Hamilton get pass Melexpected of them.
Now that both the Golden rose and Washington, it would CHEERING THE MAGICIANS — The Le'.
Wildtats and the Warriors have force a showdown battle with Moyne College Magicians' student trainer,
loet—regulars from their line- Carver on the Wildcats' hard- Clifton "Ruby" Best- a junior
of 1093 Missu24" only Washington and- son. wood February 2.
"bench"
team's
in cheerleads
issippi,
the
prising Hamilton are left to give SECOND DIVISION BATTLE
ing the LeMoynitee on to victory. This draCarver a run for the pennant A spirited fight
is being waged
down the stretch. However, to see who emerges
as the top
Carver has the schedule fa- of the
second division. Last
voring it in addition to own- week, Douglass split
a pair of
ing victories over its top pur- thrillers, losing to Lester,
70-68,
suers.
on a late rebound shot by Roy
When Coach Bill Fowkles had Brown, and
winning 76-74 over
to sideline his star shooter, Melrose
with no time left when
Gene Taylor, before the LeMoy- Oliver
Carey sank two free
ne Invitational for breaking throws
shots made from the field.
after the buzzer has
training rules, the Warriors of-lsounded.
"I'm beginning to think that
fense suffered. Despite the loss, /
the
worst thing for our ball
n
the
•
Lester
struggle, the, First semester final examina- 96-67, on the Memphis court
sophomore George Taylor, (no
[
FRANKFURT, Germany — club is to have a lead," Coach
relation to Gene) has averaged Lions overcame a 32-23 half-.tions this week are keeping Le- this season.
(UPI) — World middleweight Hunter analyzed after the game,
close to 20 points per game to time deficit, and 24 point ef- I Moyne's Magicians off the basMagicians
The
will
show
at
torts
by
the
Red
Devils Ed ketball court. but they'll return
champion Dick Tiger of Nigeria "When we get a few points out
give Washington a big lift. The Fer. y
home again Saturday night. Jan. said he will not
o and George Willis. Willis
fight German front, our boys start playing the
Warriors have managed to deIto action next week and pick 29, when they take on Alabama
led
Douglass
to
the
Melrose
win,
veteran
Peter Mueller in Dort- scoreboard and get lulled into
feat Lester and Melrose to bike
up there schedule which calls1
their record to 5-2. Washington scoring 28 points to h e 1 p his for 11 more games. Only four of A&M from Normal. The Tigers mund, Germany. Jan. 29, as making mistakes."
had plenty of trouble getting mates overcome a 42-33 lead, these are to be played at home.] of Tuskegee from Alabama will scheduled because he is com- „Coach McLendon confided,
We missed Sam Adams who is
nvade Bruce Hall on Monday
pass Lester, a quintet that Ham- held by Melrose at halftime.
Seven of LeMoyne's remain?. night, Jan. 31. Both will be SIAC pletely out of shape.
ilton and Carver have handled
dropped
Father ing games are Southern InterTiger made the statement at
Bertrand 63-56 to join Lester, collegiate Athletic Conference contests.
comparatively easier.
the Frankfurt Airport, where
Two
other
home
engagements
and
Douglass with two victories contests and the Magicians are
The other factor that has aidhe stopped en route from Lagos, Braves
ed the fastbreaking Cobras is against five setbacks. The 'Bolts shooting for a berth in the SIAC will throw LeMoyne against BeNigeria, to New York.
the improved play of Frank are sole occupants of the cellar tournament at Tuskegee the thune-Cookman, Feb. 4, and
"I got notice of the fight only
Miles
College
Birmingham,
from
With
a
1-6 record.
Patillo, Marvin Green, and DanOutlined
latter part of February. Teams Ala. Feb. 15.
last week from my managers,
ny Jones - the trio that moved Charles Knox and Larry Wil-'finishing
in the top eight of the The LeMoynites will play and this was too short," Tiger /G
in to take over for three departliamson with 19 and 16 points 18-member conference race will Miles at Birmingham, Feb. 7, said. "I haven't had gloves '
on Gross
ing starters, through graduation. respectively, keyed Manassas to
compete in the annual meet.
and invade Parsons College in since last October and I would
Patillo and Green got 38 be- her win over Bertrand.
'Coach Jerry Johnson's Le- Iowa for two games, Feb. 11- not fight a baby with less than
ATLANTA — (UPI) — Wistween them in the 96-58 rout
Moyne charges boast a 5-2 con- 12 They'll end their regular
consin
semesrest
brief
for
After
a
attorney Willard S. Stafof Melrose last week. Jones
ference record to date and are schedule at Fisk in Nashville, champion and I'll go into the ford accused the Atlanta Bravcrashed the boards for 22 re- ter exams, Prep League action
was scheduled for Wednesday 8-5 overall.
es of "gross deceit" in allegedring only in top shape."
Tenn., Feb. 18.
bounds.
and Friday of this week. Bert- They launch a three-game
ly planning to transfer from
This type play combined with rand and Manassas, losers in,road trip next week to face a
Milwaukee months before acover six years of experience in the first round games to Doug- I trio of conference members
knowledging that such a move
Herb McNeil and Willie Gunn, lass and Lester, tried for re- Florida A&M at Tallahassee,
was contemplated.
the other two Cobras' starters, versals
on the home courts of Jan. 24; Bet hune-Cookm a n at
Stafford, representing h i s
make Carver a strong favorite the Red Devils and Lions Wed-1Daytona Beach, Fla.,
Jan. 25,
home state in an anti-trust suit
to put titles back to back.
'nesday night. Bertrand has a and Knoxville, Tenn.. Jan. 27. PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) — at 69-69 with 1:12 left when
against the Braves for moving
HAMILTON DARK HORSE
Friday struggle with Washington LeMoyne has defeated Flo- Steve Donches hit on a 29-foot
Chuck McKenna hit on one of here, was cross-examing BravHamilton, which got off to a on its home floor.
rida A&M, 103-86, and Knoxville, Jump shot with one second left
•
es board chairman William C.
Sunday to give nationally-rankBartholomay during a deposied St. Joseph's a 71-69 win over
tion being taken from a suit
Villanova at the Palestra.
pending in Milwaukee.

•
Tiger
Nixes
Semester Exams Keep
Magicians Off Court JWith
Mueller

r

04(1.1f•
-'I

PARK AVE. FURNITURE

Clearance Cash & Carry Sale

$5500

'6"
i3500

Beautiful Mellon Color
Living Room Chair

$39.95 —

S2495

Plenty Used Items To Go Cheap

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

raves Shift
As
Deceit'

OMMOI•11

p•mm.
••••1•Ok

••=1•1••

••••=al

miomm.

50,000 Chevrolet parts
—1950 thru 1966 models!

St. Joe Tips Villanova

367 Union
527-4471

SET
80111.ro

2989 Summer
323-5594

New Bow/

Donches, who replaced Billy Seek
Oakes when he fouled out, WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
grabbed a deflected pass from
teammate B o b Brenner to A delegation representing the
make t h e desperation shot Florida West Coast Bowl Assowhich won the game.
ciation has requested the NaSt. Joseph's led 31-30 at half- tional Collegiate Athletic Assotime, but with 4:11 remaining
ciation to approve a post-seaVillanova took a six point lead
at 41-35, and then upped it to son football game in the Tampa
nine points at 61-52.
area. The NCAA studies such
The Hawks hit on three proposals for a year before
straight baskets to pull within taking action.
three points at 61-58, and tied

See These

RCAVICTOR VALUES '
cpne

•
ELM—
MUSTANG'S

compare

HEADQUARTERS
Coupes & Convertibles
_
11
From Which To Choose

"PIONEERS AND LEADERS IN TELEVISION"

12-IN. PORTABLE TV
RCA
THE
I

W4.

PRO CAGERS PLUS ONE — Shown from
the left are the Cincinnati Royals' Jon McGlockia and Oscar "The Big 0" Robertson looking over post game statistics with
the Tri-State Defender's Bill Little after the
recent Royals' 13G114 triumph over the St.
Louis Hawks in the Mid-South Coliseum.

Robertson played his usual stellar game
with Marlocklin. a member of the Indiana
team that won the MSU Classic here last
Near, contributing some valuable points in
the late stages of the action-packed contest.
the "stats" credited the "Big 0" with 37
points, 11 assists and 12 rebounds.

Tenn. State Wins 92-86,String Intact
By LARL S. CLANTON III

ing honors with 12. Behind the the closing minutes we put
sharpshooting
of
Campbell, enough pressuris,on them to
NASHVILLE — A hot-handed
Jim Bryant (19) and Eddie have made it a much tighter
pair of hardwood artists burned Henry (13). coach John P.
Mc- game."
the nets for 24 points each at Lendon's crew pulled within
Tennessee State University four points (77-81) of overhaulblasted Kentucky State 92-881ing the Big Blue speedsters but
for their llth straight and firstithree quick Thorobred miscues
conference win in Kean's Littlelstopped the drive.
Garden.
The Huntermen were on tar- HOUSTON — (UPI)—HeavyPlaying before a standing- get with 39 of 75 salvos from weight Cleveland (Big
Cat)
room-only crowd, coach Harold the floor for a 52 percent ac- Williams. who got close to the
Hunter's crew took charge of curacy while holding the Frank- world title, then almost
was
the ball game from the open- fort lads to 37 per cent or 29 of killed in a shooting, has filed
ing tip and had a commanding 77 shots made from the
an application to the Texas
54-37 intermission margin. With "I'm beginning to think that Boxing Commission for a 1966
four men in double figures — the worst thing for our ball license.
big (6-9) Ed Johnson and Bob club is to have a lead," coach Hugh Benbow, Williams' manEldridge canned two dozen Hunter analyzed
after the ager, said the fighter's applicapoints each, Obie SNittler pick- game. "When we get a few tion was accompanied by a reed op II while Hank Watkins points out front, our boys start port from Dr. Donald C. Quest,
had 10, coach Hunter gave his playing the scoreboard and get certifying as to Williams' exold mentor a lesson in the fast lulled into making mistakes." cellent physical condition.
break.
I Coach McLendon confided, Williams was shot in 1964 in
Bob Campbell tallied 24 "We missed Sam Adams who a scuffle with a Texas highway
points for the Thorobreds' los- is ineligible because of a Mid- patrolman arresting him for
cause and grabbed rebound- Western conference rule, but in drunken driving.

Cat Healthy
Seeks License

1695

995

9

YEAR'S FIRST BIG SPECIAL
10 CARS MUST BE SOLD
WAS
NOW
1965 OLDS. DELTA 88
S3295.. $2695
4 Door, Hardtop, Factory Air, Full Power'', Factory Warranty
1964 OLDS. SUPER 88
S2495.. $1995
4 Door, Hardtop, Factory Air, Power.
1963 FORD FAIRLANE
$1395.. $1195
4 Door, V-8, Straight Stick, Radio, Heater.
1964 CHEVROLET IMPALA
$2195.. $1945
Sport Coupe, Air and Power.
1962 FORD GALAXIE 500
$1395.. $1195
4 Door, Air and Power.
1963 CHEVROLET
$1595.. $1295
Door, 6 Cylinder, Power Glide.
I
1959 CHEVROLET BELAIR
$ 695.. $545
,4 Door, Power Glide.

COURTEOUS

6

PAUL RENFROE
COY JOHNSON
BOB WOOD FIN
"World's

/* Lamm
Ihns•.801
1111.1•••••••••• 4•8.4.
1•••/•.,•••••

Parking

(

°MR NIMI

•s.,„

Is IN OUR
SfftMCI

159

RCA VICTIM TOM SONE
SOLID STATE STEREO t

See.Stereo ~RAI #
1r nil
Av•-cen•s, bre 34
.
•MCA UN CNAMA'Circuits
• ShAlloma. Hord cIN•ble

26995

•4 •••••.m,tore

.WED.

SALESMEN

Cleanest Cars-

2605 POPLAR

22995

Both
Stores
Open'
8 A.M.
to
9 P.M.
Daily
Free

AlfiZirva

EARL DISMUKE
ERNIE BARRASSO
CHURCH ROBERTS

FRANK
ERTO

GREATEST
NAME
IN
TELEVISION

NO
'MONEY
DOWN

MOTORS
NO PAYMENT
TII May

452-4422

ACEAPPUANCE CO.
L

Fo—cksi

1411 SIMIAN
M••••••1 •••/ 1.••••••

Phone 324-44114

L. E. Genii
R. G. Kink!,
P511111'? es ROI PURIM

Ph es*

394-0/95

MI 14,

L.

W141T114AV1N

0•11•• by

P/40141
11411wery
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Postal Service Hike For Cities

Tiger Town News

Page 11

Shriver Upholds Ban On Birth Control For Single Women

WASHINGTON — (UPI) _3,O00 in population. Many of WASHINGTON — (UPI) — structions in government-Onan- erty projects from providing Office of Economic
OpportunKY
contraceptive devices to aay-i
President Johnson has approv- these routes were cut to five Under the anti-poverty procad projects.
Friday there
ad an increase in weekend days in May as economy
one. However, they must do it ("()). said
gram single women and women
S. ;with private feeds.
postal services for 15,000 cities. moves
would be no change in this renot living with their husbands There is no regulation preAmong other things, the move
Except in the largest U.S. may not get birth control in- venting local sponsors of pov- Sargent Shriver, head of the stricticto.
was intended to quiet comcities, window postal services
plaints about poor service.
have been curtailed over the
Johnson
Postmaster
gave
last two years. Restoi Ation of
General Lawrence F. O'Brien
416.0NWMPIligt
the services will cost about $15
ferienWiMMAZiallaW4040*
authority to restore the sale of
Hi! Once again you view the Charles Jackson. On
campus, postal money orders and ether
news from the Tigers' Den.
she is a member 4of the Junior services ea Saturday, and ir The White House said 0'HIGHLIGHTS
ICIasical League, M u Alpha some cases, Sunday.
Brien's plans for cutting the
The junior class will presentTheta, Varsity Scholarship
In addition, he was directed overall postal deficit would be
Team
a "G
With the Juniors,"-G
assistant secretary of the junior to re-establish six days of par- , sufficient to allow for the reJan. 21, in the Manassas' Coli- class, and Student
Council re- eel post delivery in cities over stored service.
seum. The "Go-Go" will be presentative of her class.
from 7 until 11 p.m., and the ad-a
Rosie is a member of Bethmission is $.50 in advance and
lehem Baptist church where she
$.75 at the door. Tickets may
serves as the president of the
be purchased from any junior youth
choir. She resides witi
or junior sponsor. So Tigers- her
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Jake
NN here will you be going the
Phillips at 682 North Ayers.
21st? "Going to the Go-Go."
WEEK'S FAVORITES
SPOTLIZ;HT
Mr. Charles Stokes,Jr
Captured between the beams Teacher:
Boy:
Melvin Herrii .
)
of the Gold and Blue spotlight
this week is the very intelli- Girl:
TOP
gent Rosie Phillips.
Rosie is a member of the 11- George White, Clarence DonaThis Selection of Fine Foods Is Strictly To Help
10 homeroom, supervised by Mr.- hue' James Herndon, Willie
Le
,wis,
Make Things Easy For Mothers Who Hoyt.
Rufus Staples, Elvage
IFondren, Curtis Broome, and
Children
In School — Shoo Montesi Today
James Bradford.
h
TOP TIGRESSES
Francine Guy, Paula Wooldrige, Beulah
Dorothy Bowles, Anita
Childres,ty
.Spraggins,
Northcross, Brenda
? Moore Norma Holloway, and :
Gholston.
-—
WASHINGTON — (UPI)
S. Solicitor General Thurgood
Marshall has opposed possible
Supreme Court action to set ()ROAN
STUDIOS
NA II NIPt-1111,TIENN.
aside a December order stripping Federal Judge Stephen S.
Chandler of his duties.
The order was issued by the
10th Judicial Circuit Council,
filch is composed of all Cir- SALES•
SERVICE•RENTALS
cuit Court Judges in regular
service. It left Chandler with
Phone
his title and $30,000 salary but
no job.
682-4637
In a memorandum. Marshall
said he was acting at the re482 S. Perkins Ext.
Evaporated 141/2 Oz.
mem art.Ill081111111ISUY • NPIOW • osagowag mai
WOW
c,uest pf the council, which hel
said had inarmed him its order was temporary, pending a
hearing.
The Oklahoma judge will have
an opportunity to appear with
counsel and witnesses at such
a hearing to contest the counBETTER BUY AT
cil's charge he is tither "unwilling or unable" to perform
his duties.
Marshall said In view of the
hearing procedure outlined by
2450 SUMMER
the council, it is clear that the
START
THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
December order against ChandLIMIT
ler is wholly temporary and
within the council's authority.

By
Shirley Gholston

Ps
ci

in
y,
4;

If yOu waltt a better whiskeyI
go right to the top.
Seagram's 7 Crown is
The Sure One.

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST 5014 POPLAR (At Mencienlic-111) MIDTOWN -1620 MADISON

urgood
Su p ports
Council Rule,

MORRELL

HAM

D

ORGANS • PIANOS

Carnation

HERFF FORD

SALAD OIL

CORONET

Pre-Selected Used Car Bargains

Powell Wants
Poverty War
Revamping
WASHINGTON — (UPI)
Rep. Adam Clayton Powell said
the war on poverty must be recast this year to focus on jobs
for the poor.
The New York Democrat,
chairman of the House Education and Labor Committee,
forecast a new emphasis on
training and providing work for
the unskilled needy in the 1966
revision of the antipoverty program.
As a result, there would be
less attention given to some of
the social and cultural projects which have drawn criticism.
Powell's committee did inuch
of the basic spadework on the
original 1964 anti-poverty program, but made few changes in
the second authorization bill
last year. His comments in an
interview indicated the 1966
bill would be no mere extension of the current program .
Much of the $1.5 billion program now is aimed at jobs, but
many projects are designed to
improve the lot of poor persons
without changing their economic status. This is particularly true of the controversial
community action program.
The projects that might take
a back seat in the reshuffle apparently could include such
things as consumer education,
birth control, community mewspaper and theater projects and I
a long list of other activities
that have been financed or pro- I
posed as war on poverty weapons-

NEED MONEY?

TOWELS

Wk y buy scomeon•'s headache when you con buy one of these almost n•ye cots
at FANTASTIC DISCOUNTS? Th•s• ore all on•-owner cars and still coyer•d
under foster/ warranty.
•

JUMBO

Fred Writes'

FLOUR
Plain or Selfrising None Finer

5 Lb.
'65 Oolisole 500
'65 MUSTANG
4.,n-th•-floor, loaded with extros• $2095
Notes $47.47 P•r Mo.

2-door hardtop. 352 V-8, Cruis•-o-rnotic
& power. $2195.
Notes $50.13 Pisr Mo.

494
Libby's

Pineapple Juice
46 Oz.

25

LIMIT 2

Libby's

Deep Brown Beans

2

For

25t

Fred Montesi

MAYONNAISE
LIMIT 2

New Thunderbird Town Londou
'65 Goloxi• 500
Automatic, power & oir. $2295
Notes 851.46 Pe. Mo.

'65 Falcon
III door, radio 8. heot•r. $1495
Notes $34.20 Psi, Mo.

COME

LB. TIN CAN

Fairlon• 500 Hardtop (Fairlon• CT Hardtop shown on p g.
'65 LTD
Fully *quipped, pow•r & factory,air. $2495
Notes $56.77 Per Mo.

'65 Fairlon• 500
2-door hardtop. Many elktras. $1795.
Notes $44.15 Per MO.

Solve Your Problems With s Small. Low Cut
Raul Istate Loan

TOLGERS OR MAXWELL 234
MARYLAND CLUB OR CHASE & SANBORN 191
With coupon and $5.00 additional purchns•, siircluding yalu•
of coupon merchandise (fr•sh milk products and tobacco also
excluded in complionc• with stot• low). Nis coupon per customer. Coupon ••pir•s klidoi gto W•drisisday, January 26.

60 flat Monthly Payments
APP.si.
Cosh Yoe
Get—

No.
Pernernts

$ 500.00
$1,000.00

$

12.90

23.76
it,soo.00
$ 36.50
12,000.00...., • .S 4S.50
$ 56.20
$2,500.00
S110.$2
13,000.00.

It Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
(ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's letter to
Sorrow At a Baer

Wove

TO

by

Forel . . 4 OM, Hardtop

It only take a minute to get a better deal - Nobody walks away
CHARGE YOUR DOWN PAYMENT — Trade ins accepted

HERFF FORD
2450 Summer

Phone
•tf

You Overlay

458

11 5 1

FRED MONTESI

Libby's

POUND CAKE

BEEF STEW

112°' 22e

151,40,. 35,•
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lilisMilitillIMIManseissaimol The president then read an original poem, "Had My Wishes
Failed." With remarks on "Your
Neighbor's Needs," The meet,, , . ,Ausuumasuogib lag as closed as the members
ok.**•,,,,sasiasiam•-•
the club song "Gloxinia"
The I. H. Ledfords' and Dr. dames Cottrell Tomas, 0 r a.sang
composed by the president.
and Mrs. Bush of Trenton, oaid ; other the moment we break
are:
a visit to relatives in Dover,,faith with one another, the sea/ Home from the hospital
w from Hulbert
Ridley
gees,.
engulfs us and the light
,Tenn.
and
Hospital in Nashville,
Lines of poetry by Mes doing nicely. D. H. Tuggle, from
Elder and Mrs J. D. Fly but."
- - -r:
dames Cottreel Thomas, -0
gral Hospital in Jackson,
spent around ten days with
Baskerville home and doing fine. Mrs. CarOlga
Gentry
and
children in Ann Arbor, Michiwere read with interspercing rie Jones, from St. Mary's,
gan. Also making the trip was
home and doing nicely.
Mesdames Carolyn Gargrandson Bruce. They were for. solos.
"Climb Every Mountain," Rev. W. S. Vance has been
tunate to be able to visit fou/r rett
God"
Mae Mathis, "I Walked confined to bed since Christmas
Dora , with
Mesdames
daughters,
and Martha Lacey,day when he took ill in BrownLewis, Jennie Fuller. Lula Hic-i who paraphrased "Bless This vile. He is doing some better
kenbottom, and Mary Rowery,iliouse" to "Bless This Club."I at this writing.

Ministers Group 1 Students Take;
To Elect Officers Exams For End

Humboldt News

The Interdenominational Ministers Alliance will meet at the
Brown Branch of the Y W.C.A.,
Final examinations closing
boulevard,
Mississippi
1044
out the first semester are beMonday, Jan. 24, at 11 A.M.
ing conducted this week at LeMoyne College.
business
The main item of
will be the election of officers Students will get a fotir-day;
for 1966.
break between semesters next
week, returning Friday and Sat
All ministers in the commuJan. 28-29 to register
urday,
nity are invited to become
for the new term'.
members.
Freshmen and seniors will reRev. John C. Mickle is presi- gister Friday, and sophomores,
dent, and Rev. H. L. Starks is Juniors and transfer students
will register Saturday.
secretary.

Of Semester

Volume Makes Tit3-1
Difference

BUY YOUR 1966 FORD
FROM

GILLESPIE KINDERGARTEN — Citizens
of Humboldt are being contacted for funds
to help in the operation of this day care center, presently providing care for some 35
children in the West Tennessee city. Mem•

bers of Its board are seeking funds through
the Office of Economic Opportunity and hope
to receive enough funds to expand the building. A benefit program Will be given later
this month to raise tends. (MLR Photo)

Benefit Is Planned For New Chicago
Eects
Gillespie Kindergarten
ilub
f
tl

and one son, Paul Fly. They
have returned after a very enioyable trip.
The R. B. Ingrams of Leesvile, S. C. were guest of Mrs.
U. M. Garrett and family. They
are the parents of Mrs. Garrett.
The William Brodnaxes paid
their New Year's visit to the
Vance before the children. Jackie and Terry went back to
school.

GENERAL
HOME SERVICE
...01116011MiLisieramilimisuassaleinnilliall

e

mairstawaww.•

ctatai
ART AND GARDEN
ro.
The Gloxinia Art and Garden
HUMBOLDT — A special ben- cots for rest after the meal. But 1 96j OffiCUS
.lub met With hostesses Mathis
efit program for the Gillespie the cost of operations exceeds
and Cooper in the home of Rev.
Kindergarten will be presented the amount paid by parents, a
Members of the New Chicago and Mrs. J. H. Mathis. Mrs.
late in January for the upkeep good many of whom are unable
40th Ward Civic club elected Louise Cooper opened the meetof center and seeking to raise to keep up with day-to-dav costs. officers for
1966 during a meet- ing with the Lord's prayer in
the funds are members of its So in order to keep the need- ing held Thursday night,
Jan. unison as -the regular devotion
board and parents and friends ed facility open, board members 14, at the
Chicago Park school. was scheduled for the closing
lof 35 children now attending it. experience many restless moPresiding at the election of Business included reports of
FACTORY
Sponsors of the kindergarten, ments raising enough money to officers was
Frank Kilpatrick committees, and thanks to all
AUTHORIZED
its board of directors and work- continue it.
president of the Bluff City and chairmen and their workers for
SERVICE
ers from the Welfare departSUPPORT CHILD
Shelby County Council of Civic a fine job done in 1965. Special
ment are seeking a grant from From among the students, a clubs.
DON'T PAY ONE CENT
thanks from the club to those
the Community Action commit- king and queen are to be crownElected
were
Matthew Davis, who made the pre-holiday party
tee so that the kindergarden ed at the program , and
UNTIL FEBRUARY 15, 1966
mem- president; Mrs. Lucille Price, a hugh success. Mrs. Baskercan be enlarged into a day care hers of the board are asking first vice
president; Josh Tools, vine who chaired the entire afcenter and more children can each club, church or fraternal
second vice president; Mrs. Ro- fair; Mrs. Gentry who made and
be accommodated.
organization tO support the pro- salita Williams, secretary; Mrs. presented the corsages; and
A small fee is presently being ject to provide funds for the Mirene Hall, assistant secretary; Mesdames Louise Cooper and
paid by parents for the care of school for the remainder of the Mrs. Ethel Williamson, chap- Ola Mathis who were hostesses. ,
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY NO MONEY DOWN
the children during five days school term. Each can support:lain; Jake Gooden, treasurer; A delicious menu was served I
of the week, with hot lunch and a child.
Happy Davis, sergeant-at-arms; buffet style, after which thei
ip'1264 GETWELL
Open Hires 'Tit 9
4556 SUMMER
A number of beautiful prizes1 Mrs. Rosetta Jackson, parlia- president, J. S. Vance opened, .
FA 3-1171 2 BIG LOCATIONS Phone MU 2-461
mentarian, and Mrs. Murriel the devotion with a quotation'
will be given to the winners.
Canida, reporter.
from James Baldwin, "The mo-1
i Hosea Bridges, who is con
.nected with the President's War
On Poverty, made a short talk.
The club made plans for its
annual banquet to be held on
EARN CASH FOR THOSE
TERMITES-ROACHES
March 25 at the Local 186 Union
Hall at 1036 Firestone blvd.
WATER BUGS-RATS
The Tri-State Defender goes on sale
Licensed and Bonded

HULL DOBBS CO.
WORLD'S LARGEST
FORD
DEALERS
THE BEST PLACE ON EARTH
TO BUY YOUR CAR
115 South Third St.
Ph 526-8871

NOTICE

FLOOR MODELS REDUCED 100"

NEWSBOYS

PEST
MERMINATING CO.

Would you like to haye the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU C AN

SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender corn mg to you weekly.
YOUR NAME

CALL US BEFORE YOU ARC
EMBARRASSED

Number of papers wanted weekly_

Phone number
rn

8 Republicans
CALL
O.Z. EVERS Blast Georgia
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
Legislature
PM. FA 7-6033
"WE KILL TO LIVE"

Mother's name

Address

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY

Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Eight Republican Senate and
House members Saturday denounced the refusal of the
Georgia legislature to seat Julian Bond as "a dangerous attack on representative government."

•

I CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET

The legislature refused Monday to let Bond take the seat
to which he was elected after
Bond endorsed a statement criticizing U.S. actions in Viet
Nam and publicly supported
draft dodgers. Bond has appealed to a Federal District
court.

WHERE RED HOT DEALS-SAYE YOU COLD CASH
•
•
•
•

740 UNION AVENUE
527-2664

The eight Republicans said
the power of a legislature to
Judge the qualifications of its
members had, in Georgia,
"been grossly abused and freedom and the democratic process are the victims."

CREDIT
PROBLEMS?

The GOP statement was issued by Sens. Clifford P. Case
of New Jersey, Jacob Javits of
New York and Hugh Scott of
Pennsylvania, and Reps. Silvio
0. Conte of Massachusetts,
Frank J. Horton of New York,
Joseph M. McDade of Pennsylvania, F. Bradford Morse of
Massachusetts and Stanley R.
Tupper of Maine.

GOOD CREDIT WILL GET YOU HOT DEALS

REPOSSESSIONS

The Republicans noted that
"None of us agrees with Mr.
Bond's views on the Viet Nam
war; in fact we strongly repudiate these views." But they .
said Bond was entitled to express them.

•411

NOTHING DOWN ...
TAKE UP BALANCE & RIDE!!
I

'55s & '56s
1 tip 011111'...• iron)
57 Chevys

$190 up

Sb 6

5490 up

524

$660

Up

$29

$860

up

S35

"If unpopular views are to
be arbitrarily excluded, as they
have been in the Georgia legislature, then the legislative pro, free el
haction
e
s and free'
cessspeech can
ve nq meaning,"
they said.

hoo•-•• from

'60 Chevys
I In•I ••• trims.
'62 Chevys
II I

ps.., 4 III

'63 Chevys
xII IN pt.., 9 If. (+of),
64 Chevys

$980 up
1144111.

II Is pc.. II to thoo..•
'65 Chevys •
Iti II blows.' Ilf'0111, :Ill Is 10.•••

CAN YOU USE

51280 up

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

Thursday of each week at the following location
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
525-9356
ADALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
527-8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
323-3749
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526-9940

up

S59

CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
rims/

7 /01KS LIKIOL

USED CAR DEPARTMENT

OFT

CALL OR COME BY TODAIr

a

.A\AAAA/AVAAAAAAAAA,A,AA,AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA,AAAAA,

KLONDYKE
FOOD CENTER
1287 Vollentine
276-9509
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293, Vollentine
272-3112

SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
397-9274

KANSAS ST. SUNDRY

SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLemore
948-4576

BOSTON SUNDRY
2649 Spotswood
324-9126

SUAREZ DRUG
1046 Thomas
525-8811
525-9727

COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
948-8041

LOUIS GROCERY
255 S. Parkway E.
948-4992

STROZIER DRUG
2192 Chelsea
276-2588

CENTRAL
PRESCRIPTION SHOP
550 Vance
526-8712

McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
526-3682

EWING ESSO
SERVICE STATION
867 Mississippi
525-1366
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Road
398-3984
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Park Ave.
324-9322
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
276-5051
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. McLemore
948-9100
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
398-3811

International
Harvester
Memphis Works
Needs

MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Ave.
942-9259
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
10 N. Main
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712
POST OFFICE BEALE BRANCH
362 Beale
525-9223
PANTAZE DRUG - 2
209 Beale
526-1165
PRESCOTT DRUG
1430 S. Bellevue
942-1582
•
ROY AL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
327-5497

SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Flordia
948-7453
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
942-1747
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance
TWO SISTER'S FOOD SHOP
2401 Eldridge
458-9878
V'C'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Ave. 323-5630
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGON
251 E. McLemore
948.0371
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rd.
948-7943
WORLD NEWS CO.
115 Monroe Ave.
526-9920

THAN'S
LOAN UFFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED

ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 SEAL STREET JA 6-5300
•

ParriefertIAL
swim

WE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMEN
WAITING TO SERVEy0
111

ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
525-9286

L & H SUNDRY
142 Silveroge
946.2511

MORE

$1 950

JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Park Ave.
452-3180

Classified
Ads

FACTORY
WORKERS

Apply in person at Employment office Hours 8:1 5 to
4:30 Daily, Monday through
Friday.
HEALTHY
ELDERLY
COT'PLE 3003 HARVESTER STREET
wants neat vicestan live In home light
maid duties. Meals plus small salary.
;Equal Opportunity reaployer
275-6032

•

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162-184-1611 HALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICI,E OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
.NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-14.50

